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All AlJALYSIS or~ JUS'l1ICE OLIVER 1YE1~DE1L HOLM.ES'S 
VI .E1!iS O l, · ... ; lIE FfilEDQJ.: OF SP EL . .1CH 
by 
Charles Ricl1ard Leight 
An Abstract of a Thesis 
, 
The purpose of this paper has been to investigate the 
free-speech doctrines of Justice Oliver ~endell Holmes in 
an effort to see if-these doctrines remained consistent 
during his career on first the Massachusetts Jupreme Court 
and thet: tl1e United ;3tates Suprcn1e Court. 
A careful study of the many influences upon the early 
life of Justice Holmas was first u~dertaken by this writer. 
The early writings of Holmes were read in an effort to see 
any nossible trend in his nhilosophy. Also investigated were 
his legal essays, his speeches, and his ot~er writings. His 
judicial opiLions and personal correspoudence were a major 
source of information. 
During the years Holmes served on the Massachusetts 
Supreme Court, he was not an outspoken champion of free 
speech. In the two most important free-speech cases coming 
before the 1,1a.ssachuse c ts Supre1:ie Court; Holmes upheld the 
right of a city to limit the political activity of a police-
man, and t2e validity of a law requiring individuals to get 
a permit to speak on the Boston Comr:;ons • 
.After joining ti1e United States Supreme Court Holmes 
continued to uphold restrictions on freedom of speech. 
I 
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c. 
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Neither Holmes nor the majority of tl1e Court would accept 
.·f·\ 
the use of ti-ie "11b8rty" clause of t:12 FourteeLth .Arnendment 
as a protection of fre2-s;Jc·2cr1 riP:l1ts f1"om st2.te i 11te1~.terence. 
- - ~ 
The passage of tl1e Espior.;~\ge Act in 1917 placed ~.tri110ent 
restrictions on t:1e right of free speecti. 1-lolmes spo!ce for 
a unanimous Court in the first three cases upholdi~~ t~e 
legality of the act as vrell as upholding convict1or1s resulting 
from .J.lle.::ed violatio~~s of' t11e a.ct. In t~1e tl1lrd case tl1e _ __. 
evide:r.ce \-:as not as strot~g as 1n the first t1-10 cases. In 
tl1e fourtQ free-speech case ~o corne before tl1e 8uureme Court, 
Holmes \•1rote a stlrri11=: disse11t sayit13 t11e lo-:/;·er-co1Jrt con-
victions in that case had been unjust. 1'l~1ile 11ever aues-
• 
t1oniug the legality of the Espionase Act, Holmes dissented 
in numerous cases that followed, as he championed the cause 
of free S 1Jeech for many years. liol1nes's famous "clear· and 
pre sen"'~ dariger" ~est \•;as an. importar;.t free-s~Jeech criterion, 
aLd he used it in both ffiajority as well as dissen~ing oJin-
1ons. 1\. trend -r,,as noted in increa.sed protection o ~, fre.::dom 
of sneech on the part of Holmes. An op;osite tre~d was also 
noted on the part of the Court majority to increasin~ly 
restrict freedom of speech. Tl1e 1nakeuu of tc1e CoL1rt had 
... 
cr1anged by t}1e early 1930's and tr1e free-speecr1 doctrines of 
Justice iiol~es were finally accepted by the majority. The 
champion of free Si)(;ech had started a trend to\:ard an iGcre2.sed 
protection of civ11 rights that has coutinued since his time. 
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CHr\PTER I / 
HOLMES .~D THE JUDICT \L POOCES3 
An attempt will be made in this chapter to illustrate 
just what was encompassed in the judicial philosophy of Jus-
tice Oliver Wendell Holmes. Several irnuortant to·0ics must -
. 
be discussed in order to com;Jlete the objective of the chap-
ter. A brief summary of Holmes's early life will necessarily 
precede the discussion of several major aspects of the life 
and philosophy of Justice Holmes. 
tOli ver 1-·lendell Holmes was born on March 8, 1841, ~t 8 
Montgomery Place, Boston, Massachusetts. His early schooling 
was at the E. S. Dixwell Latin School, a private school in 
Boston. (Holmes later married Fanny Dixwell, the daughter 
of the head of the school, whose aristocratic background was 
... -~,·' . 
simil~r to his.) He entered Harva·~d in 1857 but left to join 
', 'I ', 
the Union .irmy before he could finish. However, he completed 
his studies and was graduated while in the army in 1861. For 
three years he served in the Union Army. He became a distin-
guished soldier in the Twentieth Massachusetts Infantry, rose 
to the rank of a brevet lieutenant colonel, and finally left 
the service as a captain. Three times during the Civil ~Tar 
Holmes ~'las wounded, first at Ball's Bluff, next a.t Antietam, 
and later ~t Mayre's Hill near Chancellorsville. 
Medicine presented a fine field, but young Holmes wished 
to be in a different profession than his distinguished father. 
----------------~·~--
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Also, the field of business did not seem to be what he wanted. 
A career as a la:.-:yer had no great appeal to him at this time, 
but it vJas· to be in law that he was to excel. 1 
A study of law was next undertaken by Holmes, and in 
1866 he was graduated from the Harvard L~w School. The fol-
lowing year he was admitted to the bar1 • Holmes lectured on 
constitutional law and jurisprudence f :r·om 1870 to 1872 at 
Harvard La\'l 3chool. From 1870 to 1873 he served as editor 
of the American Law Beview and during the same years was 
busy editing the Twelfth Sdition of Kent's Commentaries. 
Holmes t-Jas extremely _fortunate in his youth, for he 
became acquainted with mdny of the most important men in New 
England through his famous father, 011 ver t.Jendell Holmes, 
Sr. The influence of several great men was profound upon 
Holmes o Had 1 t not been for the contact-s and acquaint,,ances 
Holmes made, he might never have received the stimulation to 
seek greater prominence. 
~ discussion of the most important individuals to in-
fluence Holmes will follow next as a major topic. One influ-
ence on Holmes was a cousin, Wendell Phillips, an abolitionist 
leader. Holmes could have remained aloof from the issue of 
slavery because of his background of Puritan aristocracy and 
his high social position. The relationshi1:, with ;,lendell 
Phillios made Holmes a.ware of the revolt a.ncl reform from the ... 
past. 2 Holmes was quick to join the army when the Civil \.far 
.... 
J 
started, as he believed in the abolition of slavery. Here 
was a man of weal th recogn1·z1ng ~1.nd O})posing at an early age 
the ~.nequallties of the existing· system. 
While slavery was one area of Holmes's interests, he 
was also interested in the writings of son1e of the foremost 
philoso1)hers of the world. Even while recovering from a 
wound in the heel he had suffered at Chancellorsville, Holmes 
read Herbert ~.ipencer' s works and also some by John Stuart 
Mill c 3 Catherine Drinker Bowen pointed out th.:1t r1ill was 
4 one of the strongest influences on young Holmes. Jhen 
Holmes visited Europe several years later, in 1886, he was 
able to meet i:2.nd 7 talk with I1i 11. 5 
F~ading philoso9hy books occupied a great deal of 
Holmes' s time. -it the close of the Civil 't!ar the youthful 
Holmes was undecided as to what his life's work should be. 
Philosophy appealed to him, as he was troubled by the myster-
ies of the uni verse. .1cquaintance ivi th Ralnh ':laldo Emerson 
and ~illiam James was a strong influence in his interest in 
6 philosophy. William James and Holmes would often talk for 
hours 'ibout philosophy .7 \s time passed, the friendship 
continued but \ias not nearly as intimate. 
Writing in 1919 and. thinking back about those who had 
influenced him, Holmes said, "Emerson and Ruskin \'Jere tl1e 
men who set me on fire. Probably a sceptical temperament I 
.-----------------..---.~ •• ~ .. ,.,....ift( _
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got from my mother had something to do with my way of thlnk-8 
ing." Ralph. '.ialdo :·~merson was so close a family friend that 
9 young Holmes called him "Uncle ~:faldo." Holmes adtni red 3mer-
son greatly but had no desire to be the crusader Emerson had 10 
been. ~-1fter1 he visited and t~llced ~Ji th Emerson, Holmes 
11 knew he would never) be a philoso~·:her. Many years later, in 
his pri Vd. te correspondence 1,1i th Harold J. Laski, Holmes con-
fided to Laski that he once bel.ieved everything John ,~skin 
said. But 1.:1ter Holmes' s views on Tiiskin h.'id completely changed; 
he felt t1'Uskin no longer should be held in such a lofty posi-12 
tion. Holme.:-3, in his corres:_,ondence with .:;ir Fredericl{ 
Pollock, mentioned some indi vidu,_-tls who h;J.<1 influenced his 
early life. -~,friting in 1930, he admitted thit seve1"<1l people 
had become less important to him. Both John fruskin and Thomas 
Carlyle had lost stature in his eyes, and the only one to 
13 stir· hirn as he had t-Jhen he had been younger l~i1as . , ~~merson. 
··.-fhile the writings of several phi l0sophers were of inter-
est, it appears th.3.t Holmes did 11ot fully accept the writings 
of Kant, !3pencer, or I•1ill. 'J1hese philosophers believed very 
st1.,ongly in the safeguarding of indi vidu.Jl freedoms \-Ji th an 
absolute minimum of government~11 interference. Their extreme 
14 views on freedom were not accepted by liolrnes. 
_m importint legc.11 influence was George r)tis '3hattuck, 
a man with whom Holmes was associ~ted as a law ~artner for 
several years. Holmes learned much during the period he 
-~/ 
' 
\ 
\ 
• 
' 
' 
s 
was associated with Shattuck. Of special importance was the 
sense of brevity vJhich Holmes gained from ht s senior partner. 
Holmes's ability to say a great deal in very few iiords \~ill 
be discussed as a major topic later in this chapter. llhile 
there were other individuals who influenced Holmes, Shattuck 
will be the last one discussed here. 
The next section of this chapter will deal with some of 
the legal doctrines of Justice Holmes. The legal doctrines 
that Holmes formed were a combination of many things. Several 
areas of his judicial work will be discussed topically in the 
pages that follow. Each of the areas to be discussed was of 
great importance an~ contributed to his over-all judicial 
philosophy. 
The first of these areas to be discussed concerns Holmes's 
viewpoints on the role of judges. Holmes believed society 
should be very cautious about overruling any existing prece-
dent.. \fuen social conflicts arise and. an inability to decide 
a certain case by logic exists, the judge must be oermitted 
1.5 to make 1rvhat he feels is the best choice.. \ warning was 
sounded by Holmes, however, against letting personal views 
cloud the administr~tion of justice. The purpose of courts 
is not to form public opinion; rather, the puruose is to en-
16 force lcrw once it has b-~en created by public opinion. 
'.~riting in 1926 from i.~:-~shingto11 to l1is friend Hc1rold J. 
Laski, Holmes mentioned the role of judges. Holmes felt that 
.. 
) 
), 
.,, .. 
6 
many people have the mistaken impression that what is stated 
by judges comes f rorn some infinite authoritative source. 
Ju,iges, however, a.re merely spokesmen for the group from 
,; which they receive their poit1er. Therefore they a1')e speaking 
for the people. Lai-Js are b~.1sed. on the ·:)ast and not upon the 
17 wish of a judge who may have utter disregard for law. 
The place and importance of judges in society was dis-
cussed by Holmes. He did not believe the courts t-·Jere so 
important that society could not exist without courts. 
Holmes pointed this out as he said: 
~'-'---' . -,.- --
I ha .. ve no belief in panaceas a.nd. almost none in 
sudden ruinooooI B .. rn not mucl1 interested one way or the otl1er in the nostrums notJ so strenuously urged. I do not thinlt the United States i·Jo11lcl come to E1n 
end if i1e lost ou1"") pov1er to declar·e a.vi Act of Con-gress voido I do not tJ1ink the Union ltlOUld be im-peri 1.ed if we could not make that declaration as to the laws of the several St~tesol8 
The next major a'.1 e2:. of discussion is Justice Holmes and 
his political affiliations. Politics or public affairs in 
genera.l l1eld 11 ttle interest for Justice Holmes; law occupied 
his time. In 1870 when James Bryce a .. nd \lbert Venn Dicey 
came to Harvard, they were both amazed that Holmes cared so 
littl0 for politics. This was especially surprising because 
here WdS a man who had risked his life for the Union and had 
been wounded three times .... ,in the process. Harold J. I-i3.sl{i 
also pointed out that Holmes l1;J.d no poli tiCEll connections 
19 because no party moved him to any degree. 
'./ 
' 7 
Party affiliation to Holmes was simply a case of belong-
ing to the Republican party in Massachusetts. No ·noli ti cal ... 
ties existed between him and anyone who could infltience his 
opinions. No particular group or type of people could claim 20 him as an ally solely to thei·r group. Sen:1tor Henry (~_--bot 
Lodge tried to get Holmes to seek the governorship of Massa-
chusetts. Lodge believed this would eventually letid to a 
seat in the lJni ted ;3tates ~3enate·. Holmes showe·a. his dislike 
for politics when he replied to Lodge, "But I don't give a 21 damn about being :senator,. 11 
Biogra:Jher Catherine Drinker Bowen noted that Holmes' s 
fellow judge, Louis Brandeis, believed that Holmes's lifelong 
policy of remaining aloof and remote from government and pol-
.. • . 1tics greatly increased the ability of Justice Holmes to 22 interpret the Constitution. Perhaps a few final words will 
sufficiently cover Holmes and politics. ~s far as he possi-
bly could, Holmes refused intervie\is while on the Supreme 
Court. He would speak Jublicly only to members of his own 
profession. During this same time he refused to take p3rt 
23 in any public affairs not related to the Sourt. 
The next major topic will be a discusEion of Justice 
Holmes's s~eed and brevity in deciding cases and writing 
opinions. One trademark of any opinion by I-Iolmes t~Jas his 
use of as few words as nossi ble. Likewise, 1tJhen hearing 
a case he wanted to hear only the facts. One trait which 
' 
I .-J 
8 
aided Holmes in achieving brevity was the use of negative 
words frequently. The quotation cited in footnote eighteen 
" is a fine example of his use of ne.fs.~t1 ve words. 
Limited time, Holmes believed, eliminated the necessity 
for looking into all the side issues of a case. Time must 
be consider1ed in law and in se8k.ing the main idea; side 24 issues must be by-passed. Holmes saw no need to spenn 
time reading all the related cases. He felt this i'lould be 
foolish because a grasp of the major principles is adequate. 
.-\ large number of side issues would not serve any l~ood pur-25 
pose. Holmes ke·;Jt a record of all the motions tha.t were 
made and also took notes on the oral arguments in each case. 
By doing this he made his supply of information so complete 
that he had little difficulty in deciding cases and preparing 
opinions. 
There were those who complained that Holmes's opinions 
were too short, but he believed a brief opinion was often 26 more effective than a lengthy one. Opinions that would .. 
require pages for other justices to write could be written 
by Holmes in a few par·agra1)hs. Only the main facts should 
be relied upon, i·~:3.s the contention of Holmes, and there was 
frequently no need whatsoever to go into the history of all 27 
that was 1jast. Holmes felt that the length of time s1)ent 
in reaching a decision was of no importance. Those, believing 
a case must be deli ber,3.ted over for an extended neriod of .. 
·-
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time to ma.ke sure the case is. given better consideration are 
wrong, accor1ding to Holmes. Getting down to work and working 
hard :1uite lil{ely ~"1111 produce just as fine a re:;ult as a 
28 long, drawn-out deliberation. 
Some -people were ~mazed by Holmes's ability to h~ve his 
opinions ready on rwionday morning for distribution after having 
been JSsigned the opinion3 on ?riday afternoon. There was 
no lack of effort in his doing it in so short a time; rather, 
1 t was knowledge of ,-1,.merican law :..Jhich ne rmi tted him tc, do 29 
his \·1ork so fast. Holmes co11ld rJ rite an opinion in two or 
three days; his colleagues \'lould need from two weeks to six 
months. He had the ability to sum up a case while the lawyers 
were sti 11 arguing, an ability i·1hicl1 caused m3ny to comi.Jlain 
that he \-Jas not givin;g- ade:tuate consideration to the cases JO 
coming before the Court. Hol~es frequently would listen 
intently to a complex ~rgument, stop :Juddenly, and begin to 
read the briefs. Then he would signal the court pages to 
bri'n6 him r1eports \ihich l1d.d heen used by the counsel. Before 
the counsel ha.d finished, l1e w :.s often ready to begin to Jl 
write his opinion. \./ritj_ng- to his long-time friend, IIarold 
J. l_Jaski, Holn1e..:; mentioned the fact tha.t t}1ere were those who 
thought he did not do a thorough enough job because of his 32 
speed. 
When speaking of the methods of his former oa.rtner, 
George Otis .5h..J.ttuck, Holmes pointed out 1hattuck' s greatest 
_ _/' 
-~-------llll!aa--111111J111!191---..... ---·· .•. '•..•...•..•.. -·"·--·. -· ''" .. ,. 
assets were tact and swiftness. Holmes declared that he 
felt much cross-examination proved to be both a waste of )3 
time and ha..rmful to tl1e lav-ryer' s case. 
10 
Early in Holn1es' s career he said he did not need a 
secretary. The manner in which Holmes wrote a decision was 
the basis for his declaring he had no need for a secret~ry. 
Holmes stated that when he was ready to write a decision, 
he would 11 ••• get into a spasm over i54 and by the time I 
am ready to talk I have written it." Holmes, however, 
soon found d need for a secretary and used him. Nevertheless, 
he would invariubly check the secretary's verifications of 
the citations used in a case. 
"I ,~.-;:. • 
The brevity associated with Holmes's work was illus-
trated in an article appearing in the New York Times following 
the death of Holmes. .\. pa1~t1cul .. 1rly long-winded laT,'IJyer was 
argu.i11g before the 3upreme ~ourt a.nd. requested an additional 
thirty minutes in which to com~9lete his ar~guments. i:\ quiet 
conference betwe~n Chief Justice Taft a~d the other members 
of the bench was held. · .. ,fhen Holmes vJas (1sl{ed if he felt 
the request should be granted, he answered in 1 not-too-
subduerl voice, "I'd see him in hell :'irst." The ,jhief Jus-
35 tice denied the request of the la\'1yer. 
The next major are3. of discus.~:ion will relate to the 
use of history in law. Naturally much of judicial activity 
\_ 
0 
., 
!' . 
11 
concerns that which is past. Therefore, someamention will 
be made of the use Holmes made of history in deciding ques-
tions of law. The role of precedents, the historical devel-
opment of law, and the possible over-use of history will be 
examined. 
Reference W3.S also m·:ide by Holmes to the value of 11rec-
edents in an ,:1rticle written in the imerican L:-1w Review in 
187). l,.fhile some la~1yers tried to lower the value of prece-
dents, Holmes sought to stress their im0ort~n~e as one of the )6 
most importl1nt as~Jects of our legal system. 
~Jriting in The Common Law, Holmes said a great need 
existed to know the in l.3.1/J in order to know .the oresent. 
He cautioned agclinst the use of precedents because they come 
from the past, in some cases the far distant past. ;\ need 
existed to reconsid:;r issues -..ind rlecitle if they suited the 
needs of the -~resent l,:tw or if they did not. my examination 
37 and possible revision of the la,-J must be carefully undertaken. 
Precedents should be overruled in 1 tw only \vhen they no longer 
conform to the needs of the day. Hum3.n bel1avior ha.3 not 
varied greatly from yen.r to ye; l r; the re fore, it is desirable 
that the stanrlards existing .J.t the time be known by every-JS 
one. 
,· 
In deciding a case a judge Jhould first look to existing 
laws to see if any law cove rs the t"'iarticul J.r' tyre of case 
to be decided. If no ~5J)ecific~----~1aw e <i sts, the next step is 
·i ···:.··; •"•.'• 
·1 
! ' 
,, ,: -· 
12 
to check custom and decide what custom.prevails. Then using 
all pos:3ib1e investigation the case i.s to be decided along 
the lines of custom .. ~ite natur~lly the first step in 
deciding any case would be to conduct a preliminary inves-39 
tigation. 
Writing in The Common Law, Holmes depicted the devel-
opment of law in the follot·Jing manner. First there are two 
greatly different cases suggt~sting a g,::neral distinction. 
1
..Ji t11 such a situation it is easy to see the difference between 
the two. ..·~s new cases ar•ise, however, they join either one 
of the two distinctions. However, as more cases arise, the 
difference gradually become3 smaller. ~inally, there are 
~ cases which come so close to the line that the distinction 
becomes almost impossible to see. Nevertheless, a line must 
be drai~1n, and in time it becomes so arhi tr·iry that 1 t could 
have been drawn just as easily on the other side than the 40 
side decided upon. 
History is useful in deciding oases, but care must be 
taken as ch:inges hc1ve occurr·ed :ind are continuing to do so. 
Just because our f~thers did something is no reason for us 41 
to do it. History has a 1Jl,1ce in law because a knowledge 
of the rule3 is qt~ite necessary. l)resent roles cannot be 
carefully considered without a knowledge Jf the past. The 
42 
rules must fit the needs of the day. \ legal system is 
a combination of present needs &n~ desires, and rules handed 
·,;_, 
1'" 
: .. - ,,, .. ·········-·. 
down from the past. 
. ' 
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Wi tn· the publication of The Common Law Holmes• s views. 
on various aspects of the law become clear. Perhaps it was 
shocking to tho2e reading his opening lines regarding the 
history of law. Holmes said: 
The life of the law has not been logic: it has been experienceo The felt necessities of the time, the prevalent moral and political theories, intu-itions of public policy, avowed or unconsciou~, even the prejudices which judges share with their fellow-men, have had a good deal more to do than syllogism in determinill~ the rules by which men should be governed. o o o 
Continuing, Holmes stated that the law is not merely 
a series of mathematical formulas. To understand law fully, 
one must understand what has occurred as well as what is 
occurring. Such an understanding requires a knowledge of 45 present legislation and of past history. The opening 
statement by Holmes repudiated the traditional understanding 
of the judicia.l process, according to one biograoher, Mark 46 
De~olfe Howe. Holmes was the first lawyer, either English 
or ~~merican, to take the common lui1 ~1nd out it under philos-
l~? ophical an::ilysis to gain historical ex1)lan·:1tion. 
\,Jhile history serves very well in deciding cases, there 
may be certain fallacies if decisions are based only on 
history. To rely on the past can become a mistake, declar'ed 
Holmes, if the past becomes the 30le source of decision. He 
believed " ... thdt continuity with the past is only a necessity 
'" 
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and not a duty.• The past merely serves to provide a point 
from which to start to decide the case. 
Tradition frequently plays too gre.3.t a role in a 
49 
Judi .. 
cial decision, and the historical ~.,o le is overdone. The 
only value of the oast • the light it reflects on the nres-1S 
-
ent, and this should become increasingly less with the passage 
50 
of time . 
. 1nother major legal topic which concerned Holmes was 
the codificdtion of law. In an article in the American Law 
Review Holmes suggested th~t a code of law should be written. 
If all the mctterial pertaining to a p~rticular subject would 
be brought together and made easily accessible, the task of 
judges and l,::iwyers i·JOtlld be much ea.-::ier a.nd much more accu-
rately performed. The work of several experts could result 
in a greatly simplified code of law. .-\ series of decisions 
could be used as a basis ~nd a general rule established. 
knowledge of the general rules and o~ related ca~es could 
51 
gre.J.tly aid the judici ;1.l system o 
The question of codifying the law wa-~ of gre·:1.t im 1 )or-
tance in Holmes's early thinking. Evidence of this is the 
fact tha.t Holmes' s edited the t\'lelfth edition of Kent's 
Commentaries in an attempt to bring th~t work up to date. 
(The edition of Kent's Commentaries edited by Holmes was 
published in 18?J). In the first sentence in the Dreface 
to Volume I, Holmes stated that he had spent three years in 
" 
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his efforts to bring the work up to date. He had gone so 
far as to rewrite his own work in view of cases that had 
arisen after he had begun his task. Holmes was c.J.reful to 
point out that he was merely editing the volumes and not 
53 
rewriting them. 
Certainly a major aspect of law is determining where 
the line is drawn in deciding cases. The arguments for and 
the arguments against a defendant must be carefully considered. 
All aspects of a case must be weighed. Holmes had this to 
say: 
Eminent judges have been puzzled where to draw the 
line •••• But the principle is believed to be simil·3,r 
to th3.t on t'1hich dll other lines are dra11n by the 1-.-~w. 
Fublic policy, th~t is to say, legislative consid-
era..tions are at tl1e bottom of ·the m::1tte.r; the con::;id-
er~itions bein.g, in this c.e.. -·e, the nearness of the danger, 
the greatness5~r the harm, and the degree of appre-hension felt~ 
Commu11i ty :::;ta11rlards may be used as a basis to decide 
cases. The conduct of all is expected to be that of the 
,.-~-
averdge of the standard of conduct maintained by the commun-
ity. The line, Holmes believed, is determined by considering 
how great the threat of danger or the 11 kelihood of h,1rm 
resulting from the act is in any action. The determin~nt to 
55 
be used is experience. 
There exist diversified oases, Holmes felt, which can 
easily be jud5ed. Gradually new cat:;es arise which com(~ closer 
and closer to the line sepa:cating the two poles of right and 
- = - . . - - -=- _;. J ~-----: -==-;: .,_ : -- ", --~ - = . - . :;- :..;;::;I!. • 
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wrong. The line must be drawn closer and closer, and in some 
56 
cases the line could easily be rlr,1~\Jn in either 11:rect~-
Drawing the line between law and custom presented a problem 
for Holmes because of a natural confusion between the two. 
Established norms are not the same .3.s the existing social 
behavior. There is o·ften a conflict in modern society between 
usage and custom. fules passed down :1re important and should 
57 be recognized, however, such rules may be ch3..nf~ed. 
By 1895, Holmes postulated that the ideal system of 
law would rely more on science and less on sentiment or tra-
dition. The fact that we have never done something differ-
ently cannot necessitate our doing it the same way now or 
58 
accepting th~t way as the final truth. 
Several things can be noted in the formative years of 
the life of Oliver <fendell Holmes. His aristocratic back- -
ground could have m:J.de him com~olacent, but this was not to 
be. Harvard University :ind the Ci vi 1 \Tar gave him 'both a 
strong physical and intellectual bearing. His study of law 
was marked by the thoroughness of a true legal scholJ.r. 
~. 
·' n
great reserve of knO\tJledge had been built by Holmes, an·1 this, 
combined with the quality of independent judicial observation 
' 
made him a well-qualified judicial authority. 
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CHAPTER II 
MASSACHUSETTS CASES 
When the op}ortun1ty to join the Massachusetts Supreme 
Court lras presented to Holmes, he was quick to respond and 
accept tl1e position. Serving 1n this 02 .. pa.ci ty , ____ Holmes be-
.. \ 
" 
' lieved he could really see what should exist 1n the field of 
1 d j ~~1. 1 aw an Ua;,t, Ceo A career as a courtroom lawyer did not 
seem to be exactly to Holmes's liking, and he sought a more 
conspicuous post. His search for prominence was partially 
fulfilled by his ascendence in 1882 to a full professorship 
at Harvard University. ~'v1dently this was not the position 
Holmes really wanted, because he quickly accepted the position 
of a judce on the state supreme court tihen it -v,as offered 
to him by Governor John David Long.2 The fine reputation 
Holmes had made 1n constitutional law was a lead1ns factor 
1n the selection of Holmes to the post. 
The })Ublicatio11 in 1881 of The Common Law, written by 
Holmes, no doubt had a great deal to do 1-1ith l1is a;)pointment 
to the Massachusetts Supreme Court. Recognized as authori-
tative and adopted as a part of juristic thought, Holmes's 
book was to be of great importance not only in the life of 
Oliver ~·lendell Holmes but also in 1mierican la1~r. :ihen he 
accepttled at I!arvard, it -vras understood he 1·1ould be able to 
resign from the post if he were offered a position on the 
,. 
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high court of that state. A judgeship did become available 
to l1l1n 1n a few months. Holmes v1as appointed to the Supreme 
Court of Massachusetts 1n 1882 and became Chief Justice on 
August 2, 1899. Charles Jaclcson, the grandfather of Justice 
Holmes, had served as an associate justice on the same court 
a number of years earlier. Holmes's long stay on the Massachu-
setts Supreme Court was terminated with his acceptance of an 
appointment to ari associate justicesh1p on the Supreme Court 
of the United States in 1902. His career on the high court 
was to prove even more lengthy than that on the Massachusetts 
court. 
Justice Holmes differed from the other judges of his 
day as they generally had either been pol1t1e1ans or success-
ful la·wyers, r1hose clientele included railroads, utilities, 
or corporations, prior to joining the state's high court. 
The problem of ending a life of politics or success in law to 
take on the objectivity required of a judge is obviously an 
extremely difficult one. Therefore, Holmes possessed a d1s-
t1nct advantage over most appointees as he had not experienced 
any great political success, nor did he carry with him to the 
state court the reputation of being a great la.1v1Jer·o3 · rlhile 
he had been an associate in a la11 firm, he did not gain any 
great degree of fame in the field. Perhaps all of the pre-
viously stated reasons had much to do with Holmes's tendency 
to vote in the affirmative in questions regarding the protec-
•· 
, 
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t1on of individual rights 1n cases involving constitutional 
law. 
It appears Holmes received a great many, perhaps more 
than his share, of the opinions to be written while a member 
of tl1e 1-Iassachusetts Sttpreme Court. The reaso11 for tl1is 1s 
not d1fficul t to find. It vras simply the extreme s-:)eed 1.;i th 
which Holmes could record au opinion. Tl1ere 110.s no evidence, 
at this early stage or at any other stage in his career as a 
judge, tl1a:t this obvious speed in any way detracted from h1s 
4 thoroughness in a.nalyzing a case. Once a.~:al.n it is clec1r 
that his experiences previous to his appointment as a Massa-
chusetts Supreme Court judge ~ere to become an invaluable aid 
on the b~nch in Massachusetts as well as later on the bench 
of the United States Supreme Court. 
~ir1t111g in ~nkee f1"'oln Ol;rm
1
p::s, Catherine Drinker Bowen 
stated the method Holmes employed at this time in deciding a 
ca.se. Basically he lrould listen to the oral arGument and 
decide from that rather than from the brief. As the lawyer 
. .,, 
started the cirgument, !Iolmes ,-;ould lean for)'rard and tal(e 
notes • .A.fter a l)er1od of time, very pos:::·ibly Oi..ly five min-
utes, he 11ould lean back a11d close l1is eyes. :,11e11 he d.1d 
this tl1e otl1e1·s v,ould say tl1a t he had ~ade un his mind.5 
-
Some of the views of Justice Holmes on matters relative ' 
to free speech 1·lere stated by him in The Common Lar1, 1-1ritten 
• a • 
previous to his appointmect to the Massachusetts bench. 
·" 
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One of the areas Holmes had covered 1n his book was 
slander. Certain t111~~gs in lar1, such as a lawyer presenting 
his argument, are pr1v1leged. The real question in deciding 
a case, believed Holmes, was .-,hether the dama;;e 1·1as iL.teuded 
or not. Even then two things have to be considered. One of 
these is the importance ~iven to free speaking. The other 
aspect is the degree of dama~e inflicted by the written. or 
spoken liord. If it is intended to cause damage, 1t 1·1ould not 
be a valid reason for stating the words. Several elements 
are necessary to result in slander. There must be a speaker, 
a hearer, and a person about ~-;hom the remarks are intended. 
The statements must be false, but there is some question as 
to whether the speaker need know if chey are false. 6 
An early Massachusetts case in \·;hich Holmes gave an 
opinion relative to freedom of expression was a libel case, 
Cowley y. Pulsifer. The action was brought a8a1nst the owners 
and nublishers of the Boston Herald • ... ~ After stating some of 
the aspects of the case 1n his opinion, Holmes meutloned the 
fact that in cases of this nature tl1e most important th1t1g is 
that the facts be made public. The reason for this is not· 
only because the nublic should know but also so the proper 
me'lthod Of justice may be carried out. 7 
Another libel case, Burt v. Advertiser, involved the 
-
publishing of a11 article r1hich a newspaper had good reason 
to believe to be true. This case serves as an example of what 
·I 
I 
(l 
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Holmes considered valid criticism of public officers. Holmes 
felt 1 t proper for the state court to deny tl1e paper the right 
~o publish statements made without regard to individual righta.8 
\men 't-Tri ti11g ivi th rega~rd to malice and intent in law in 
The Common Law, Holmes gave the criteria on which to judge 
sucl1 cases. Tl1e statements must be _proved to have been known 
to be false by the defendant or to have been greatly in excess 
of what was required under the circumstances. It is ber1eficial 
that the public to ir....formed, but it should not be told lies. 
If statements are known to be false by the defendant, he 
enjoys 110 privilege to malce such statements. Such statements 
d ~ t, 11 f th t k · t · g are ma ea~ ne per . o e par y ~a 1ng nemo 
One of the two most important free-speech opinions given 
by Holmes 1t·1hile on tl1e ~1assacl1usetts Supreme Court followed 
in an 1892 case, r-1.ciluliffe v. ~Ne1·1 Bedford. The case arose 
,J'l''',·,•,,, .. ,.,l 
-
out of the dismissal of a policeman for violation of regula-
tions concerning political activity of policemen. A violation 
of one of the rules in the city's police resulations was cited 
as the cause of dismissal. The violated rule concerned, in 
part, the political activity of policemen and prohibited them 
from sol1c1t1ng money for aay purpose of a political nature. 
Comme a ting on tl1e validity of the actio11 and the statute. in 
question, Justice Holmes expressed the opinion that so long 
as the m~yor wasn't the final judge of sufficiency of cause, 
and the right to appeal to the state court exists, the action 
•• l-'- -- ; ..• <•" C ·.•·-:~ ,_, -
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was perfectly legal. Continuing his op\nion, Holmes said that 
nothing in the Consti&ution or in the statutes of the city 
need keep the city from setting certain st8.nda Pds or require-
ments. Pro~)er conduct most certainly may be required of an 
official such as a policeman. Holmes had this to say: 
The petitioner may have a constitutional right t~ talk politics, but he has no constitutional right to be a policeman& There are few employments for hire in which the servant does not agree to suspend his constitutional right of free sneecho o•• 
So long as the requirements for working g,re :reasonable and 
understood, there was no doubt about the validity of the. 
mayor's action. There was a qttestion of the anequacy of the 
hearing, but admission of guilt by the dismissed r1c/tuliffe 
and his failure to present any protest when fi :rst informed 
10 
were further evidences of violation. The decision of the 
state court given by Ho lines, therefore, was in favor of the 
city of New Bedford and against !1c:\uliffe. 
The importance of the McAuliffe case is easily seen. The 
fact that the city could control what its employees said is 
evidence of Holmes's belief that restraint could be exerted 
by the state in the area of free speech. This fact should be 
" kept in mind because Holmes never questioned the right of the 
government to ma.ke laws restricting freedom of soeech. Even 
when he spoke in dissent in later free speech cases, it was 
a matter of guilt or innocence of those accused of violating 
, the existing laws th:it was to be decided and not the validity 
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or the law being tested. 
Holmes' s decision in Mc.\uliffe v. New Bedford was cited 
---------- -
in more recent times when the loyalty of government employees 
. 
was ·questioned. t~ board operating in 1947 was headed by Seth 
W. Richardson and used the fo,rmula upon which Holmes bas.ed 
his decision in the 1892 case. The PichArdson Board urged 
that a chance be given for appeal but said such a request 
11 
did not have to be granted by tl1e federr:1.l government. 
~i dissent by Holmes in 1893 formed the basis for the 
majority decision he delivered for the United ~tates )up:reme 
Court several yea.rs later in _?_e_c_k y. Tribune Co., a ca~)e that 
will be discussed in the next chaptero A libel case develooed 
... 
when a newspaper confused H.P. Hanson with one Andrew H.P. 
Hanson, both of whom lived in South Boston and were real 
estate and insurance brokers. Stated in the p J1Jer was the 
fact that H. f. Hanson was a prisoner in the criminal dock 
12 
and had been fined. The paper, published by the Globe News-
f\ 
paper Company, contended that the statements were not intended 
to be applied to the plaintiff and therefore were not just 
cause for a libel suit. The question Holmes had to decide 
was whether the fact that a mist~ke had occurred, or the fact 
that alleged hann resulted to H.P. Hanson was to be the 
determining factor. Here we find Holmes drawing the fine line 
of justice and also giving some determinants. In the first 
I - •• 
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place, the ignorance of the reporter in making a mistake was 
not a v2J.id e~,:cLtse because there l"1as nothins to sl101r the 
reoorter meant anyone but the plaintiff H.P. Hanson. S1nce 
fei·l people are aware of wr.10 1 s before tl1e court, the public 
is not expected to make a check of the criminal records and 
see exactly who is b~ing charged in the ca~e. Had the names 
l 
been precisely the same, there probably would have been no 
case, but such W3S not true here. Two judges, Justice Morton 
and Justice Barker, concurred \·:1th tl1e dis sett by rlolmes. 13 
Two cases are usually considered to be the extent of 
any real e}:pressio11 by IIolmes on free speech v1hile on the 
bench 1n Massachusetts. One of these was the case of Mc-
Auliffe ~· New Bedford (previously discussed), a~d the other 
• 
was Comrnon1-real -ch v e .D~.vis. The re:::sons for the 111clusion of 
the l1be1 cases has be:rn to show a possible trend in Holmes I s 
decisions as a state justice. 
It was very apparen1, to Holmes that 11m1ts must be placed 
on freedom of individuals. Tr1is he corlsidered to be a1J. 1 .por-
ta~1t o~rt of tl1e poli ticrtl po,,er of a 11atio11. Held valid in 
Common1-1eal th !.• D~vis v1as a city ordina.nce that proh1 bi ted 
anyone from speaki11g publicly on the Boston Commot1s wi thot.1t 
first getting a _permit from tLe mayor. 14 This case 1n 1895 
was before many instances in which mayors used their 
ric:ht to issue or refuse to issue a permit to speak on the 
to,in or c1 ty commons •15 An ordinance re str1,ct1ng people from 
,, ',1 
···1 
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speaking on the Boston Commons w1 thout a perml t resulted in 
the arrest, tr1a.l, ar1d conviction o.C D::,vis, the defenda~11t 1n 
the case. Ihe defendant had cont~nded that the ord1Gance as 
stated was unconstitutional in structure. Holmes delivered 
the mr~Jori tJr decision, and in an appeal by Davis to the United 
States Sunreme Court that body upheld the decision of the 
state court. 
The constitutioaality of the law was verified immediately 
by Holmes in his opinio11, ar;.d lie left 1iO doubt regarding that 
point. The ordlne .. nce in question \·;~·#s directed specifically 
at 11ays in ;;i11ch the Bostou Commons ma/ be used at.a. aot at 
freedom of s-::,eech specifically. Since tb.e Commons lvciS a 
public place, the city could regulate its uses just as it 
could extend control over streets a~d other nublic ulaces. 
.. -
Holmes cornpared corJ.trol by tl1e goveriillleut to private corJ.trol 
a11d said: 
For the Legislature absolutely or conditionally to 
forbid public S>eak111g 1u a highway or public .:.Jark is 
no rriore a11 i n.f ri ~.,rreme r.t t of the ri ::i~h ts of a member of ·the .._. ...... 
public tl1r1c for t~~e o.v11er of a private house to forbid 
it in his house 0 lC 
Cont1r1ul1~s, Holrnes said that the city could regulate tr.Le use 
of th0 Co~;1moi:s exce;it as limited by statute. As far as the 
limitation of usage, there seemed to be no 1nd1cat1on that 
there 11as ar:yt11i nt_; ~-:l"Orlti or unf&ir ,-Ii th the lim1 tatio11 set 
by the ordinance in ques~iou. 17 The decision rendered by 
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Justice Holmes, and upheld by the United States Supreme Court 
two years later, may possibly have been reached because he 
:, 
did not want to step brazenly into the arena of free sneech. 
When leaving the bench in Massachusetts to join the 
United States Supreme Court, Holmes looked back and viewed 
law as a battle between tradition and the ch:~ngi..ng wishes and 
needs of the people. It was viewed as the will of the present 
against the pressure of the past. 3ocial as well as economic 
considerations t;Jere import~1nt. Holmes 1ias able to see that 
to find a cert.J.inty in lu.w was impossible and the only method 
18 
was to use any available guides to settle the issues. 
To this -;:;oint there ·3eems to be no strong indication 
that Holmes ivould lc1.ter be the ciissen.ting free speech spokes-
ma·n in cases st~rting during ',Jo rld "'..Jar I. '~hether Holmes' s 
majority opinion in Mc~uliffe v. New Bedford would have been 
----- -
similar or different in 1920 can merely be guessed. It is 
the opinion of the writer of this paper that the fact that 
it was a case involving a civil servant would prob~hly have 
caused him to have followed the same course if the same case 
had appeared in 1920. Holmes felt there were certain limits 
on positions in government such as his own in 1920, and 
therefore would quite likely have followed the same rea·-~oning. 
On the othe1rj hand, Holmes. may have rea~1oned more along the 
lines of an injustice being irn~Josed uoon an inc1ivir:1_1.1al, in 
this instance 1,~c A.uliffe, as the protection of the indi vidU13.l 
_-.--
.. .t ....... . 
• 
2? 
would be paramount. This seems dO*btful, however. 
! 
In the Davis case a slightly r1ifferent situation existed. 
Despite the upholding of the Davis case in 1897 by the Sup-
reme Court, there rem.J.ins a question of what Holmes would 
have done ,1t a ldter ddte, such as 1920. Since 1Javis i'las 
not a civil servant, as was Mc \uliffe, it might well be that 
a different stand would h~ve be2n taken by Justice Holmes. 
The dist ri but ion of 1e_1f lets in the ~.!orld ·.1ar I \bran1s case, 
which Holmes felt were useless and harmless, could serve 
as a ~Jide for soeculation on the opinion of Holmes in the 
David case hact it arisen in 1920. 
One thing was certain at this time. Holmes was ver-y 
cautious about any free speech utterances, as were the major-
ity of justices and judges of his day on both the state and 
the nation~l level. There was no indication when Holmes left 
the l1assa.chusetts Su;.-)reme Court th;1t he \IJould be a strong 
spokesman for free speech. 
;, 
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CHAPTER III 
PBE-WOBT,D WAR I FREE SPEECH C.L\SES 
a brief study of Justice Holmes's fre~ speech decisions 
\ during the pre-1'101·ld ,,far I period will be given here in order 
to provide some insight into the tree speech attitude enter-
t~ined by Justice Holmes at this time in his judicial career. 
Justice Holmes' s first occ9.sion to speak for the ,3upreme 
Court in c-ln i~:;sue involving freedom of speech a:rose t-Ji th the 
case of iatterson v. Colorado. In this case early in Holmes's 
career ~s United :3tates :3upreme Court Justice, he spoke for 
the majority and gave no indication this was to be the voice 
of dissent in later free-speech cases. The circumstances 
involving this case as contrasted with those of the later 
ca~Jes i1e11e so gre(1tly varied th.s.t it is perhaps unfair to 
consider it along with the later ones. Nevertheless, to get 
an overall ~Je~·spective the observer must consider all the 
cases of this nature. To be constantly remembered, however, 
are the g1.,eat ch . .tn-:es the pa:~sing of time had brought to th~ 
;\merican scene between the first f ree..,,.slJeech utterances of .. 
Holmes and his never-to-be-forgotten expres =~ions of freedom 
in cases arisi11g from the ·.rJorld :.iar I enforcement of the 
Espiona6e ict. Having joined the Court several years ear-
~ lier, Holmes had a fine judicia.l background. It most cer-
.. 
tainly was a well-informed judge who wrote the majority 
\ 
i·~·.··-
decision. 
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A vital ractor·to be considered, also, is the fact 
that this case was decided on April 15, 190?, well after H~lmes 
had joined the highest judicial body in the United States. 
The Patterson case was esrecially important because the issue 
of contempt, the jurisdict;ion of federal courts, and freedom 
of speech were all involved. 
Thomas M. Patterson, a man who was formerly a senator 
from Colorado, h.std been fined one tl1ousand dollars for con-
tempt. In a published statement in ?atterson's Denver ~aper, 
the legality of the a1)pointment of two judges was questioned. 
Patterson based his case on the guarantees contained in the 
First and Fourteenth .:1mendments. He claimed the two judges 
had obtained their seats in a plan directed at putting Repub-
lican candidates into office. Patterson was insistent that 
I 
he was telling the truth and that it was his constitutional 
right to prove his attack on the stste courts was true. A 
significant aspect of the case is the fact that the charges 
made by Patterson had been made while election fraud cases 
were before the courts of that state.I 
Perhaps it should be pointed out what had happened in 
the past when cases of this nature reached the Supreme Court. 
Zechariah Chafee Jr. pointed out that in cases of this nature 
where a newspaper was held in contempt of court, the possi-
bilities were very remote of an appeal being sustained, 
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regard-less of the extent to which the liberty of the- press· 
2 
was restricted. ~he established orecedent was for state 
courts, up to and including stat·e supreme courts, to deny 
any appeals made by newspupers. 
The Patterson case had come to the United States Su-
preme Court, where it had been sent from the highest court , .. 
of Colorado for want of jurisdiction. The contempt ~ssue 
arose because the c1rtlcles and the cartoon i·Jere publ; shed 
while the case was pending before the st~te supreme court \ 
in Colorado. Their being published at this particular time 
wo~ld interfere with the requirement that the procedure of 
justice be impartial as well as unhinder·ed in its administra- · 
tion. In addition to the articles ~ublished by Patterson, 
there appeared a cartoon sup;orting the charges contained 
J 
in the articles. Statements in the articles contenrled that 
the court of the atdte was involved in the nlan to have 
Republicans rather th:1n the electen Democrats se~ited in 
various offices. 'rhe office of governor Wd.S also. allegedly 4 
involved. 
Early in his written opinion of the case, Holmes made 
a reference to the Ei'r,ti rteenth \mendment ~:l.n<i the ·1ue proce.ss 
clause. Holmes referred .:1.lso t 1 the legality of a J)eti tion 
for a. reh.:~J.ring if thl; cdse is still :}ending before the local 
courts. To this question Holmes set aside the i3sue by 
.,./ 
------------------------------
'• .; -"~.,' ,:. •S 
Jl 
calling it a question for state law to settle without the 
Constitution of the United States interfering. \nother 
important question J;resent vJas th:1t of possible federal inter-
ference II Holmes a~gain :relied on state lat,i an·J stated that a 
state may punish contempt at any time there exists a possi-
5 bility of a modification of judgment through appeal. The 
question of contempt a~ose out of the statements contained 
in the newspaper articles. It was not a question of the 
' 
articles necessarily being right or wrong in the facts stated; 
rather, it was the time element that was considered paramount. 
Since the articleG, whether true or false, had been .ublished 
while the case had been on trial, the mnjority decision stated 
6 
that they very definitely constituted a contemvt of court. 
The 3upreme Court J.t this time was not prep::u·ed to unset the 
established ry~ecedent and reverse the state decision. 
Contentions that the Judgment in the case f.r1iled to 
folloi1 precedent \1vere b:·ought out by Holmes in the written 
opinion. Continuing, Holmes said the g8neral rule was nat-
urally to folloi-1 precedent, hut there existed exceptions from 
7 this practice, no matter how strong the existing customs. 
It may be noted th1t writing more than twAnty y<:a!'S previous 
to the t'c1tterson decision in his book The ·-~ommon Law, Holmes 
discussed the value of precedent. Sven at that time he felt 
that i ~sues of law should be subject to close scrutiny and 
progress may easily be made by continuing to question the 
. . • i•. "'-,;•, .. .,•,A:-·• 
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reasons for established precedents.a 
· · ··· Holmes at this time used as a basis for free speech· 
, .. ,~ .... -., ... - . . .. 
)2 
decisions the theory that freedom of speech or press is 
restricted to freedom from previous restraint. ~ .. 11th this 
conception Holmes was follo1:-Jing the Blacl{stone view on free-
dom of the press.9 The Court was not going to decide on the 
issue, Holmes said, whether there existed the same restriction 
in the Fourteenth ~\mendment that existed in the First Amend-
ment. Justice Holmes did comment, however, on free speech, 
saying that even if there was a protection from restriction 
on free speech and free press, the findings of the judges 
would still be quite different from the opinion sot1ght by 
the plaintiff. Thus he was saying quite frankly that the l ·, ~ ~ ;. ,. • • . '. 
-·;_plaintiff's arguments were very weak. 10 While other govern-r ·"•\ 
ments hc.1ve sought and utilized urevious restraint of 0ublica-
tions, Justice Holmes stated that we have not follo,~ied this 
practice, so what a publisher wishes to say may be said. This 
does not exempt them from )Unishment. If the publication is 
decided by the courts to be a distinct danger to J)Ublic iiel-
fare, there exists no doubt that the publisher may be punished. 
To substantiate this Holmes cited the earlier case of Common-
wealth v. Blanding. With the nrevious-restraint nrotection -
. 
the right to print material exists without regard to the 
truth of the information. However, the prosecuting power may 
determine what is false and hold the writer libel for what 
,. 
··1a said. 
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'nb1s procedure was followed in or..imlnal libel 
cases, and Holmes stated that the applica.tion was even more 
clear in contempt cases. \.There there existed the pos:Jibili ty 
of the publication reaching the jury or the judge or judges, 
the chance of 0 1utside influence is naturally strong, and 
justice very definitely may be hindered.11 
Upon com·£)letion of a case the courts may be subject to 
criticism, but not before such time, continued Holmes. The 
objection that the judges were sitting in their own case was 
discarded by him because the b.:1.sis punishing contempts is 
impersonal. Holmes closed the majority opinion by stating 
that the case had been observed c~refully and the writ of 
error had been deniedo 12 
In one dissenting opinion Justice Brewer said that he 
felt the claim by Patterson was a valid one and the study of 
it should be undertaken by the Court. Since the Court had 
agreed not to decide on the question of the Fourteenth 4mend-
ment, Justice Brei~,e r said there was no point in voicing his 
expressions on the case.lJ 
In dissent also, Justice Harlan went further than his 
associates and emnhasized his belief that freedom of speech 
and of Jche 1Jress are protected by both the "liberty" and the 
"due Drocess 0 clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment. While ... 
the Supreme Court majority refused to decide 1J1hether the Fi rat 
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Amendment protection is included in the Fourteenth Amendment, 
Justice Harlan vie1ied the refusal of the Court as a direct 
violation of the Constitution. 
During the 1920's the "liberty" protected by the 'due 
process• clause of the Fourteenth Amendment was accepted by 
---?- the United States Supreme Court majority. Thus evidenced 
was the fulfillment of the stand Holmes and the majority of 
the Supreme Court had refused to accept in the 1907 case 
involving Patterson. The specific case where the Court 
upheld the Fourteenth ~mendment in this light will be dis-
cussed in Chapter Vin the adjudication in the famous Gitlow 
case. 
I 
Why would the champion of free speech after trlorld \·lar I 
refuse to use the Fourteenth ,\mendment in 1007 as a protec-
tion for free speech? .'3ome possible answers may be set forth. 
To begin, it was very doubtful if the personnel of the Court 
would have supported such a position at this time. Harlan's 
dissent makes it evident there was only one member of the 
judicial body 11repa1·ed to J.cceot the term "liberty" from the 
due process clause of the Fourteenth ~\mendment as a protection 
of free speech. \nother reason ,,,as Holmes' s constant refusal 
to interfe~e with the rights of individual states if it was 
not an absolute necessity. ?1nally, the merits of the case 
seemed to take away any doubt as to what the decision of the 
1 ' 
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. b.1ghes.·t law body W1ould be. 
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It was severai years before Justice Holmes gave another 
opinion relative to free speech. Speaking for a unanimous 
judicial body, Holmes again expressed some ideas on freedom 
of speech. The circumstances involved in this case differ 
greatly from those of most cases. Significant in regard to 
the investigition i~1i tr1 v1l1ich this paper is concerned is the 
fact that this case came before the Supreme Court in January 
1915 and was decided on February 2), 1915, almost a full 
twelve years after the Patterson case .. 
The Fox !.· \·lashington case involved a 1909 statute in 
Washington which made it criminal for anyone to circulate 
writings that urged a breach of the peace or any disrespect 
14 in any way for the law. Several nature lovers had attempted 
to set up a Utopian type society, but they found that the 
laws of the state extended to them also. They ran into 
difficulty with the law when they expressed their opinions 
and dissatisfaction in print. While there seemed to be no 
law against their type of society, the law was violated by 
what was contained in their public opinions. These writings 
were considered by the Court as opinions that would encourage 
either a disrespect for the la\·I or encourage the commission 
of a crime. 15 
Earlier the Supreme Court of the state of Washington 
I 
had dismissed the contentions that the statute was unconst1-
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.tutional. Here once again was a question of state ve~sus 
national power, and the Fourteenth Amendment was mentioned 
by Holmes. In Holmes's opinion freedom of speech is guar-
anteed by the United States Constitution, and there was 
ever·y indication that the l.Otier court relied on the Consti-
tution, including the Fourteenth Amendmen-t, to reach 1 ts 
decision. The state of 1.'1ashington' s highest tribunal certi-
fied through the chief justice of that state that both the 
United ·3tates Constitution and the ~ourteenth Amendment were 
the basis for the decision of that judicial body. 16 
The State of ~ashington claimed that the United States 
Constitution was not being violdted by the state statute 
which made it a criminal act to print material that would 
advocate either a disrespect for the law or discourage obeying 
I'., 
the lati. The plaintiff's case was based on ·t'wo potnts. One 
point was a deprivation of liberty and property 9 and the other 
was that the state statute was in direct violation of the 
Fourteenth Amendment. 
Passages from the article in question, "The Nudes and 
the Prudes," were quoted by Holmes in his opinion. Included 
were remarks conce1111ing the su:opr·ession of freedom. Society 
in general was also criticized. The arrest of four individuals 
for indecent ex)osure and the subsenuent imprisonment of two 
of their number resulted in a charbe th3t they had been denied 
" ············ 
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"the right of liberty. Continuing, the articles claimed the 
action was a step towdrd subjection of the community to the 
persecution of the outside world. While not directly stating 
it, Holmes nevertheless implied that the article was such as 
17 to strongly suggest a violc1tion of the lai ..,. -rt \41:-iS charged 
'by those in op1-1osition to the pl,3intiff that the article 
encot1raged .::1 violr1tion of the statute making indecent exposure 
unlawfttl. Had the intent been to produce unfavorable 01)inion 
' without open advocacy there may have been no such decision; 
but disrespect and disreg~~-rd for the lalN were advoc~1ted, and 
this was an open viol,:1tion. Therefore, the Suvreme ·:01lrt 
upheld the statute in question, and it also upheld the legality 
of the decision of the highest court in the state of ·1ashington. 
Once again the free-speech issue, as well as the involve-
ment of the ?ourteenth \mendrnent, i~as basically brushed aside 
18 by directing tl1e .attention in the case to the state st.g.tute. 
r~4hile not raising the l~irst .~mendment against a stute law, 
Holmes app :rently accepted the legality of the action. 'fhe 
case w· ~s c le:1:rly one of an overt act contrary, to the lal'l and 
19 a public~tion advisini th~t an act or viol1tion be committed. 
Since ~iol:]es spol{e for1 a un,:1nimous group, there seerns to be 
no doubt as to the wisdoo of justice in this case. 
While attern.)ting to inter7J~et Justice Holmes' s free-
speech attitude in pi·e-\Iorld Tar I cases, ot~er examnles 
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must be round to give a better insight into his outlook than 
' . . 
merely using the Fox and Patterson oases. -Si-nee just two 
cases have been discussed 1 and si·nce Holmes expressed himself 
in no other free-speech cases before World War I, it is neces-
sary to look at several diversified cases to do this. The 
chronological approach-will be employed. 
Difficulties in deciding cases were pointed out by Holmes 
in his opinion in Swift and Company~- United States, a case 
involving mono~)olies. Holmes cautioned against reaching a 
seemingly obvious opinion. All merits of the case must be 
considered. E7en though unlawf11l objectives are sought, if 
they are not achieved, the result is not necessarily unla.wful. 
h dividing line must be very carefully drawn and conclusions 
carefully reached. Holmes pointed out tha.t there i~as a differ-
ence between the 1)rel1minary plans for a crime and an attempt 
to commit crime. 20 It is difficult to determine to just what 
extent preparations and attempts to carr~ out a crime con-
stitute a crime. Does an attempt at murder begin with pulling 
the trigger, or does it begin earlier '1Ji th the purchase of 
the pistol? Does it possibly begin with the thought of 
murder? .\lso, does it matter how close the victim is to the 
weapon? .\11 these are questions that must be anst,-Jered • 
.;\nother oase relative to the right of free speech was 
Twining and Cornell !.· r~et·J Jersey. Jl1stice Holmes concurred 
in the majority opinion/'gi ven by Justice f4oody. In question 
' 
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was the failure of the accused to testify. This failure to 
testify quite naturally should be considered in a discussion 
of freedom of speech. the contention of the accused in the 
trial in the lower tribunal was that the ju~ge's comments 
were in direct violc.1tion of the :~ourteenth ~\mendrnent and 
due process of law. The state court ha.d d_ecided tha.t the 
Fourteenth .\.mendment' s enforcement \4Jas a state respons1 bi 11 ty 
and was not 11ecessarily uniform throttghout the states. Ques-
tioned in the case was the legality of a New Jersey law ner-
mltting the judge to comment on an accusert person's failure 
to testify on his own behc1lf. This the lo':Jer court judge--in 
very strong words--hari flone. ··!hen Justice r.-1oody delivered 
the m:1jori ty opinion, he cited the :~l.1.ughter House Cases and 
said the Fourteenth ~-1mendr1ent h:J.d. not tal<en the ci vi 1 rights 21 
away from the st;.1tes. I-Ie contin11ed that the only requ1 re-
ment for conviction .JlS that the accused be given adequ1te 
notice of accus~ition and an opportunity be given for him to 22 
defend himself. 
. Justice Harl~n, aJain dissenting, claimed a viol~tion 
of free speech in the case. He {said the ·:~ou rteenth .\mendment 
guaranteed i11dividu::1ls the protection of 1.,ights ( such as 
23 freedom of s1)eech) f ram any st(1te inf ringcr1ent. Once d.gain 
the majority of the United ._;tates .3upr'eme <~o.Jrt, .inclurl.ing 
Justice I-Iolr:1es, did not decide on feder·il ~rotection of 
\ 
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.. 'liberty" under the Fourteenth Amendment. · Since Holmes did 
not write a separate opinion 3.lld did not dissent, we can only 
surmise that his views must have been along the lines of the 
majority decision. 
Considered next in interpreting Justice Holmes's free 
speech sentiments is a lawsuit involving the issue of libel. 
Holmes may be obse1.,,ed rendering the majority decision for 
the high court in litigation arising from an advertisement in 
the Chicago Sunday Tribune. In the ad in question frlrs. A. 
Schuman ,•Jas pictured praising the curative po,1ers of Duffy I s 
Pure f1al t \{his key as a good tonic to be used by patients 
suffering from a generally rundown condition. The name and 
address of the plaintiff were also given in the publication. 
When hearing the case, the lower court judge excluded from 
the testimony thr1ee of the plaintiff's arguments. She claimed 
she was not the woman pictured, nor was she a nurse. '3he 
also claimed to be a total abstainer. J>leading not guilty, 
the newspaper succeeded in having her testimony excluded, 
and the circuit court of appeals sustained the action of the 
lower court judge. Holmes and the Court reversed the decision 
and found the ad was libelous and the ~ublisher, therefore, 
had taken a risk in publishing it. The question aro~e: 
~hould the case of libel be decided in her favor despite the 
fact that (1) no actual damage resulted., (2) drinking \·1l1iskey 
is not wrong, and (J) being a nurse is not .a disresputable 
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occupation? Holmes said there was no existing precedent to 
direct the d1spos1 tion of the case and the question that 
remained \iJ,lS sirn1)ly did the publication do her harm or not. 
In reversing the lower court's judgment he pointen out the 
difficulties that would arise from unauthorized use of facts, 
and what distorted facts could be presented if there were no 
way to limit any such misuse of facts. 24 While Holmes spoke 
for the majority in this libel case, the same was not true 
in a'; very similar libel case in Mass;1chusetts in 1893, t~hen 
Holmes wrote in dissent in the H.'J.nson v. Globe Newsnaper Com-
--- -
pany case (discussed previously in this paper). Thus the 
passing of a decade and a ·half sat~ Holmes' s Massachusetts 
dissent become the law of the nation. 25 
A question of deprivation of the right of liberty and 
of property arose in Patsone .1· }?ennsylvania, decided in 1914. 
Involved in the case was a state law prohibiting aliens from 
killing wild game and also prohibiting them from possessing 
26 a shotgun or rifle. Holmes said in his majority opinion 
that the possession of a pistol is adequate for self-defens~, 
so there is no need for an alien to possess a shotgun or 
rifle. Regarding the question of discrimination a~ainst a 
group, Holmes remarl{ed th· t if there exists the likelihood 
that a certain group will be the cause of trouble, the state 
may act to prevent trouble before it occurs. l-lhile such state 
.. 
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action may not be fair to everyone, Holmes felt it insuf-
ficient cause to invalidate the ch.a.llenged ?ennsylvania stat-
ute. He continued that since the state knows much better 
where local trouble is likely to arise, the Supreme Court 
should be very slow to invalid::1te any state law. This 1 s 
especially tr~e in this case, he said, because nothing was 
brougl1t to the .Supreme Court proving the local court verdict 
was wrong. 
A remaining issue concerned a treaty with Italy of Feb-
ruary 26, 1871, assuring protection of persons and property. 
Holmes finished his opinion by pointing out that the treaty 
had said nothing about wild fowl or wild game.27 
\ final case to·~e considered in the ore-World ~~r I 
period was Toledo Newspaper Company y. United States. Holmes 
felt the lower court judge in this case had used his power 
to prosecute a newspaper illegally. The contention of the 
defe:r1dant was that newspaper st.:1tements ~~Jhich had a tendency 
to influence the judge, the juf'Y, or in any way hinder the 
administr(1tion of justice ;1.nd were mar!e before or during a 
trial violated legislation passed by Congress on March 2, 
1831. 28 
.. ·\ company operating the railroads of Toledo faced the 
expiration of its f rc1ncl1ise on r1_~trch 27, 1914. However, 
difficulties .a.rose in rene\'ling the contract~ 1\n ordinance 
providing for a three-cent fare on a day-to-day basis, _~)ending 
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negotiation, was passed and put in effect on March 27. Sneak-
ing out for the city against the company v,as the Toledo News-
Bee, t!Jl1ich stated th,it the city had every right to pass tr1e 
ordinance. The transit company sought an injunction, which 
was refused in a I·1arch JO decision but v1~ts granted; in :)eptember. 
Speaking at a labor union meeting, a man referred to in 
Holmes•s decision sirnply by his last name, (luinlivan, crit-
icized the court and was given an attachment of contemot. 
On September 15 the News-Bee was given the same penalty as 
29 the labor le~der for its comGents on his activities. 
Justice White sustained the lower court's decision on the 
basis of the tendency of the paper's actions to obstntct 30 justice. 
In his dissenting opinion Holmes pointed out that attacks 
were carried Jn for six months before the judge acted. This 
would show that no emergency existed and that justice was 
not obstructed. To be considered, too, ,tJas the fact that the 
accuser was also the jud;e in the case and person-11 feelings Jl co11ld easily have inf.luenced the judge. The basic ideas 
in Ilol;:ies's dissent beca.me the lai-, starting/in a ser'ies of 32 ~ 
cases beginning in 1941~ 
In summary, Justice Holmes' s f ree-s11eech opinions before 
World !ar I seem consistent with t11ose of the majorl ty. One 
important excerJtion w:;1.s the !1Je1:1s-Ree c;:ise in i1hich l-Iolmes 
dissented and Justice Brandeis concurred. Per1haps this i,;as 
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to be a preview o·f the stan4 -Holmes took in his opinions for 
freedom of speech. The _dec;~sions given by Holnes are impor-
tant. In Patterson Yo Colorado the highest court brushed 
aside the relevance of the "liberty" clause of the Fourteenth 
~ Amendment and left this for the individual state to decide. 
In Twinir~ ind Cornell y. Ne,1 JerseY, the Court again refused 
to :rule on the exact function of the Fourteenth Amendment. 
Fin-9.lly in the Fox case the OlJIJOrtuni ty again arose for the 
Court to invoke the n liberty" clause of the F'ourteenth .t\.mend-
ment, but the Court did not take a stand, thereby giving the 
issue back to the states. 
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CHAPTER IV 
HOLM.ES AS THE VOICE OF THE MAJORITY 
,. 
The coming of World War I and the subsequent involve-
ment of the United States presented a judicial picture with-
out a parallel in the history of the .american nation. The 
diversity of cultural back5rounds of the citizens of the 
United States made unanimity of action utterly impossible. 
Suddenly thousands of newly arrived immigrants to our shores 
found themselves as e11em.1es of the la11d of their birth. As 
1n any approaching conflict, or actual conflict, emotions 
ran r1igh, and many people 1vere gripped by the wild hysteria 
that tends to shatter all laws of reason. 
It 1·,ill be the early ~'iorld tlar I free-speech cases of 
slgnificance that will be investigated here~to provide a 
look at Holmes's judicial outlook and, especially, to present 
his views on the first really important free-speech cases in 
United States history. 
The investig~tion of free speech 1n the United States 
should logically beg111 by notin~that the F1fth Congress of 
the United States on Jttly 14, 1798, passed a la.-1 frequently 
referred to as the Seditio11 .:let. The actual title 1·1as 11.An 
Act for the Punishment of Certain Crimes Against the United 
Stat es." Punisl:1able by tl11.s statute was anyone co11sp1r1ng 
against the federal government to hinder the course of law 
·.~~· 
-.... 
O(; ;)I. ~ . 
or to 1nt1midat·e or prevent any federal official from the 
execution of his duties. A fine of five thousand dollars 
or less and a prison term of six months to five years were 
provided i 11 the + 1. acv. 
46 
Freedom of speech and the press were spec1f1cally lim-
ited by Section 2 of the Sedition Act, which provided fines 
up to two thousand dollars a11d up to t1-10 years irnprisonme11t 
upon conviction. Prohibited by the act were writings or 
verbal expressions defaming the country, the President, or 
the Congress. 2 The act passed in 1798 was brought about be-
cause of the impending war with France. 3 
While the number of arrests made under the Sedition Act 
ls not certain, there were at least twenty-five, with fifteen 
resulting in indictments and ten resulting in convictions. 
In most of the cases the action was directed ag&inst a Repub-
lican with a trial conducted by a Federalist judgeo 4 With 
the expiration of the time limit of the law in 1801 1t died, 
President Jefferson pardoned those convicted, and Congress 1n 
time paid back all of the fines that had been imposed. 5 Par-
t1culaI·ly of note ls tl1e fact that the Sedi t lor1 .Act of 1798 
was never tested in a case before the Supreme Court of the 
Unit e d St ates • 6 
The next time when similar action occurred was during 
the Civil War. President Lincoln felt suppression of free 
speech was necessary, and he did not appear to question the 
'-.1.J'•' '". 
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oonstitut1onal1ty of his action. The case of Clement 
Valland1gham ls perhaps th~ best example of a Civil war 
oase 111 1ihi.ch an individual was arrested, tried, a.nd convic-
ted. 7 Cr1 ti cal of tl1e war measures of the lJnio11, Vallandigham 
was arrested and convicted by court-martialo Branded a trai-
tor, he was banished to the South. Lincol11, however, did not 
believe that all criticism should be suppressed; he failed 
to comply l·rl th a mil1 tct1.oay request that the New York v/orld 
and the Chicago TiI!lE)~ be suppressed. 8 
It 1s ironical that the United States could have existed 
for almost one hundred and fifty years without a case arising 
that would serve as a guide 1n free-speech cases. Prior to 
1917 fe,v, if any, decisions that were satisfactory examples 
" had been reached concerning the free~speech clauses of the 
Constitution. Cases involving libel, slander, or indecency 
had been decided on the merits of the individual case.9 
1it this point 1 t should be pointed out that the opposi-
tion to the act of 1798 was so widespread that no similar 
legislation was passed during either of the two later and 
very critical periods of our history, the War of 1812 and 
the Ci vi 1 ~·lar o lO 
While ~urope was in a turmoil in 1917, the danger facing 
the United States steadily increased and Congress on June 15, 
1917, gave its approval to tl1e act comn1only called tl1e .Es-
pionage Act. Included in the act were references to espionage, 
. ,., ' .• , ...... "',ll''·'""''''"' 
~----.,.,---~------...... ----------------·· -
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11 neutrality, and general 1nte~ference with the war effort. 
Authorization for the action taken was expressedly granted 
by Article I, Section I, of the United States Constitution 
granting Co11g1"ess tl'1e power to make lavrs. 
Perhaps it should be noted that the declaration of war 
' 
was made on April 6, 1917, four days aft er Preside11t tiilson' s 
historic address to Congress stating that the nation had no 
other course than to declare war. It was slightly over two 
months later 1.;he11 the Espionage l1ct followed w1 th 1 ts June 15, 
1917, passage. The act was passed by Con~ress to curb the 
rising opposition to any involvement by the United States in 
the war. Several amendments to the ori~lnal act were made 
to tl1e .Bspionage 1\ct on I~fay 18, 1918. These are referred to 
as the Sedition Act. 
In Section 3 of Title I of the Espionage Act provisions 
were included concerning any cases coming before the highest 
court relevant to the act. One of these provisions related 
to tra11smission of statements or reports that would in an.y 
way interfere with the war effort of the United States. 
Another provision pertained to attempts to hinder the mili-
tary effort by causir12~ mutir1y or insubordination among those 
serving in the armed forces or causing a failure to serve 
amor1g any persons not serving. .i\ third prov1s1on·--relc1ted to 
the actual obstruction of either recruitin~ or enlisting 1n 
any branch of the armed forces of the United States • 
., 
..... i. 
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·ortenders were subject to fines ranging up to not more than 
ten thousand dollars, or a twenty-year pr1son term, or both. 12 
Title XII, Section 2, related to the use of the postal 
service and classified any letters, ne1-Tspapers, and circu-
lars i-,hich would tend to urge treasor1 or a1.-iy resistance to 
federal law to be of a nonmailable character. 13 In Section 3 
under the same t 1 tle the possible 'sent e nee provided was up to 
five years in prison, a fine not to exceed five thousand dol-
14 lars, or both of these. 
The Sedition Act of 1918 called for the insertion of the 
words 11attempt to obstruct" in the third of the original 
provisions tvl1icb related to enlistment or I'ecru1ting. A 
total of twelve offenses were punishable as nine new ones 
were added. 15 One new offense was of partlcul~r importance 
as far as opinions rendered by Holmes were concerned. The 
provision violated, in a case where Holmes gave an op1rr1on, 
was related to writings that were 1n opposition to the govern-
me 11t. ~ach new offense carried a fine of ten thousand dol-
lars, or a twenty-year prison term, or both. 16 
It is somewhat iro111cal that tl1e first case testing a · 
conviction under the Espionage Act did not reach the United 
States Supreme Court until after the armistice h2d been de-
clared. (On the other l1and, tt1e relatively sl1ort period 
durinc 1-1hicri the United States was declaredly involved in l 
the war made 1t highly improbable that a case could have come 
....... 
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before the Court before an armistice.) The first case of 
note t"cr come bebfore the h1gh court was argued on Ja,n.uEtry 9 
and 10, 1919, and was decided on March 3, 1919. Ttis was 
the case of Scl1enck v. United St2tes, and it t1as the first •. ...--~~~-,., .... ~ ~ --- -~~ ........ ~-""'~"'*-· 
of three in 1.;hicl1 lioJ.mes delivered the majority decision. 
The majority opinion given by Holmes in Schenck v. United 
- ...... ~--·- -··--- -~ 
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States is no doubt the best knor1n 01: the issue of freedom of 
speech. 
vfuile there appears to be no specif1c reason why Holmes 
was ass1gr1ed to vrrite the opinion 1n Scl1enclt Vo United States, 
'P'"""~~'~r~~--..... ~-- •- ....,..ar-.-.aG--"'~-'------~-. &--::i!:,...._ 
Holmes's Civil ~ar background makes it locical he should feel 
the necessity of some restraint on the freedom of sp~ech in 
the time of war. 17 Holmes's keen ability to look at a case 
and decide it with creat, if not complete, obje~tivity makes 
1t logical, too, that he should give the first decision for 
the high court regarding free speech and the Espionage Act. 
Also, tl1e judge's lor1g a11d respected career may have been a 
reason he was called on for a just decision. The tendency 
of the Court in the past to remain aloof from issues of free 
speech was now to be changed since the ~spionage Act was a 
federal law and the national effort as well as the national 
~ welfare were now directly concerned. Because this was the 
first Espionage Act case, a great deal rested on the deci-
sion. 
Why was Holmes assigned the first Espionage Act opinions? 
,,-
~-., 
- 4 
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I ' In a letter dated April 5, 1919, Holmes wrote to Sir Frederick -i 
Pollock and stated 1111;~l l1e believed tr1e early Es 1)ionage Act 
cases had been assi~;i:ed to 11im: the fact that he would go 
further than his fellow judges in the direction of free 
speech. 18 This would partlally compensate for the fanatical 
decisions reached by some lower court judges. 
The Sche11ck case l)roved to be a n11lestone in .t\merican 
judicial history. Eolmes's opinion wus one of the most,if 
c.ot tt1e most, fs.mous of' }11s long and greatly respected judi-
cial 6areer. ?h: cas2 came ~efore the Sunreme Court from a 
-
district court in Pec.r:sylva111a. Counsel for Scr1enclr argued 
.that sincerity of purpose and hon_sty of belief were the true 
tests of free soeech and that the Espionage Act violated 
freedom of' speecr1 and tae press. At.other of tl1eir conter1-
tiOt1S v1as tl1r.1t the 1nd1ctmerit cr1urged tr1e defetidant only, 
and one person, they clc:1irned 1 could not consti tut::; a con-
spir:1cy. 'rhey claim(_:d tl1at another defer1da11t, Elizabeth 
aer, 11·:1.d r~otl1inG more than mere lcnoviledge of tr1e co11spiracy, 
arld tl1erefo1~e sl1e could not be co· .victed. Still ar~olib.er 
poiut, cour1sel for Scher:ck 012 .. imed, 1vas that papers l1eld as 
evidence were seized ur1der a sec1rcl1 v1arrar: t aLd could rlot 
be la1·:ft1lly t1sed as evidence. 
The gover1imeut 's 2.r:iume11ts \'1ere tl1at tl1e First Amer~d-
ment was tic~ viola.·::,ed by Section 3 of Title I of the Esnionage 
Act, orie conspirator I s decl;_:1 ration may be used a :~a11~st 
,. 
.. 
I 
·-
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another, adequate evidence existed, and the use of evidence 
seized by a search warrant was not in violation of either the 
Fourtl1 or ]?ifth Amendments to the Consti tutio11. 19 
Holmes I s opinlon for the Court bega11. lli tl1 a discussion 
of the three-count indictment. The first count charged con-
spiracy· to violate the 1917 Espionage 1\ct and 1 ts amendments 
the following year. The second count charged conspiracy to 
use the mails in a manner declared by the Espionage Act to 
be illegal. Finally, the third count charged that the defen-
dant had used the mails for the purpose of conspiracy in v1o-
lat1G-R. of Section 3 of Title XIIo20 
Defense for Schenck based its stand on the First Amend-
ment, which forbids the enactment of laws hindering freedom 
o:f either speech or the press.21 Scl1e11ck 's lavryers also 
claimed an insufficiency of evidence 1n proving that Schenck 
had sent the leaflets in question. To this Holmes gave the 
following facts: (1) Schenck v1us a general secretc1ry of 
the Socialist party; (2) Schenck was in charge of the head-
quarters from which the documents were sent; (3) a book was 
identified by Schenck as containing executive committee 
minutes, which showed a resolution of August 13, 1917, call-
ing for the printing of fifteen thousand leaflets on the 
reverse side of a leaflet in use, and these in turn were to 
be mailed to drafted men who had not yet reported for serv-
ice; (4) the printing had been taken care of persor1ally by 
. -~ ......... -;---·------- ..... - .. - --..-----. . . . ... :. . .. . . . .. . . . . .. -;. .:.·, ~ 
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Schenck; (5) the report of Schenck, the general secretary, 
showed the leaflets were back from the orinter and address-... 
1ng them had begun; (6) a resolutior1 l1ad set aside ~~125.00 
to be used in mailin~ the leaflets; {7) copies of the leaf-
lets were found in the office files; (8) proof existed that 
copies had been sent to drafted men; (9) little doubt existed 
that Schenck was primarily responsible for sending the circu-
lars 1n question; and (10} Baer was a member of the committee, 
and the 1n1nut es v1ere l1ers. 22 
Holmes stated that adequate evidence existed, and, con-
tinuing in his opinion, Holmes broke down the arguments pre-
sented by Schenck. Schenck's claim of an 1nadmiss1billty of 
evidence ~ained through a search 1-rarrant 1·1as not valid, Holmes 
said, because numerous cases had upheld the use of evidence 
gained under a search warrant. Holmes pointed out that the 
search warrant was issued a~ainst the Socialist headquarters 
at 1326 Arch Street, Philadelphia, and not against Schenck. 23 
The leaflets sent by Schenck contained ·claims that the 
Conscription .Act violated the 1lh1rteenth Amendmet1t. .A con-
script, the leaflets said, was very similar to a convict. 
The writers of the circulars compared conscription to despot-
ism, and they claimed our entrance into the war was in the 
interest of ~·Tall Street. It v1,:1s further stated 1n the leaf-
lets that it was the constitutional right of citizens to oppose 
the draft. The leaflets also contained criticism of the 
-
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sending of soldiers to foreign land. 
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While Holmes did admit 
thc1t trio leafJ_ets urged :·:eaceful rnea~1s, he co1iclucied ~!1at the 
1 ea fl e t s ·;11 o t-l 2- d Le v e r r1; .:. v e be e i1 s e 11 t 1 f re s i st a r~ c e l1a d no t 
been desired by ti1ose sending the leaflets. 
Tl1e plalr1t1ff, Scl1encl~, did not de11y the fact that if 
no effect had be~11 desired the nunrohle·~s rTould not have been 
.&. -
peo~le to OJ~ose the draft acd the war effort 1n ge~eral. 
An entir8l:.r different asuect to the case 11ould have existed J ~ 
if the staterJents l1ad merely eJ:pressed ar1 opiniori. Instead 
t~e statements sought 09position to the war effort. 
Of SDeci[1l in1·,)ortar1ce in the 3cr.1enck case ,va~ tl·~e 11 cl8ar 
- . 
all d ~: i. · e s e :.: t d a r1t~ er " t ~ s .. ~ form u 1 at e d by· l-i o 1 rn e s • This test 
origin~i_ted by H.olmt.::s, ·tlclS to h(ive I.;re:at ii1fluei1ce, both at 
that tin1e arid in later free-s 1.1eecb. ca:.~es. Perhaps no test 
had as i_;rea t an i11pact or1 free S}eech during ~/ferld ~dar I and 
1ts aftermath as ~he test implied by the uhrase "clear ar1d 
.. 
-re s e "'' t' a'" •:-::> n ~re r tt 
..I i..;. ._ ..... 0 • 
0 
In his classic opinion Holmes said: 
'' 
"de adrai t tf1G.t in m~=:~y ]laces ,t11d in ordir1ary times 
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Congress has a r1Ght to prevent. It 1s a question of 
proximity and degreeo ·dhe11 ft nation is at war, many 
th1nt;s tl1at miE~ht l)e s~:tid. i11 time of pec1ce ,2"re sttch 
a l1indrctnce to its effort, tl1L:.t tl1ei1" t1tteri_,-:i1ces 11111 
not be eric.1t1r·ed so lot1g s.s rne 11 fit;l-1t 9 0.11d thf1t no court 
could resc:.rd tl1e1I1 as pr·otected b~r c~ny co11sti tutio11al 
righto It seems to be admitted that if nn actual ob-
struction of the recruiting service were proved, lia-
bili tJir fo1~ l·lo .. rds that produced tl1at effect mi~d1t be 
, 24 -enforceaoooo 
Failt11,e a r::1 tl1e part of Sche11clc to obstruct physically 
( 
the draft, implied Holmes in his opinion·;.- 'did not mean his 
action was not a violation of the lawc 2 5 As far as the 
amendments of 1918 were concerned, there was no need to in-
volve them, said Holmes in closing.26 
It seems very doubtful that Eolmes wanted to create 
any specific test that would be used in all csses regarding 
freedom of speech. This is true of the test implied in the 
"'~ ..... 
mere r1ords "clear and preser1t da11ger, u which 1·1ere taken from 
context afterward by many people seeking a cr1ter1on on which 
to base a decision. Another part of Eolmes's Schenck deci-
sion less freq_ue11tly referred to is the term usubstantive 
evils." This term has from time to time been quoted in ref-
erence to free-speech cases. 
Another important aspect of this, as well as other free 
speech cases, ·w·as the questio11 of previous restraint. Al-
ready discussed in this paper was the disposition of the 
Patterson case and its relevance to previous restraint. 
While one writer, Samuel Konefsky, pointed out protection 
•( · 1' • •.• ',•. t•· f r·, -. • "' - 1_ -~:, 1', '·•-•• , >T •' ' , • , , .. ,•~ ., , , ,c-,, .-
• .. •••• .. • • ' rl • - .. .,, •• • • • , .. • • 
.~ 
s ____ -_. T _ · •• -- ' • • - _,_ ..!-.='.-c- - l c.·. -.,:ceca .;.: ,a;:,.'", ••• -c_- •:., -c. 
- ~ ,,- • -. 
against previous restraint lfas abandoned in the ·Schenck 
case,27 .it should be 11oted that a state of 1-1ar existed, so 
56 
it seems reasonable that the previous-restraint protection 
was removed in the best interests of tl1e ns\tio110 On the 
other hand, those in sharp opposition to our entrance into 
the ivar, quite naturally, 11ould voice criticism of, .. the cur-
tailme ut of any previously enjoyed freedom, 
Commendation was 011e reaction to IIolmes 's decision. 
Ernest Bates called the decisio11 the Supreme Court's "high-
wa·ter· mark of libe1:alism. 11 28 Reacting oppositely, Edwin 
l'ie,-rrnan, felt there 1-1as no evidence that the relatively few 
leaflets mailed by Schenck created any danger to the security 
of the nation. 29 Max Lerner wrote that he believed Holmes 
did not consider the right of free speech an absolute right. 
-The circumstances, Lerner wrote, were lthat Holmes used as a 
gu1de.30 
Of all the words or terms 1n the Schenck case, very 
possibly the most important were these v1ords of IIolmes 's: 
11rl'hen a nation is at 1Jar •••• 11 These 1;ords n1ay l''eally have 
controlled the disposition of the case, though they are fre-
quently lost amid the references made to better known phrases 
1n Holmes's opinion. 
The second test of the Espionage Act before the Supreme 
' Court of the United States followed within a week of the 
Schenck judgment. The Schenck case was argued on January 9 
.. . ·-.•, _ .... ~. ' ...... , ....... . ' .. '. . . . .. .. . . .. _ ., . ... .. ~- . .- "' , . . . . ( . 
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and 10, 1919, and was decided on March 3, 1919.31 £xaotly 
a week after that decision, on March 10, 1919, n second' 
dec1s1on was delivered in Frohwerk v. United States, a case ..--.-..-T~ • - ~._.....,.. ___ ---
argued January 27, 1919.32 This case came from the United 
States District Court for the \~/estern District of l·iissouri. I.' 
In this case, as in the Schenck case, a conviction for con-
spiracy to obstruct recruiting or enlistment was upheld by 
the United States Supreme Courto33 
Counsel for Frohwerk argued that Congress had no power 
over speech, press, or opinions because these were expressedly 
guaranteed by the Constitution. A further contention was 
tha.t the regulation of speech and press 11as a police po1ier, 
and had been delegated to the individual states. With freedom 
of speech therefore guaranteed, Frohwerk's counsel maintained, 
each man had the right to express his opinions. 
The counsel for the United States argued that the rights 
of free speech and free n1~e s s 11e 1'9 not 
-
absolute ri?hts to 
.. ~ 
write, publish, or utter whatever one pleased. The defense 
cited existing views and the fact that freedom of the press 
extended to previous restraint with the writer enjoying no 
guarantee of protection following publication. It was further 
cont ended by the United States that co11st it u·t ional in1TI11..1ni ty 
did not extend to attempts to interfere with military ef-
·~--. 
Iorts. Attempts to get others to violate the law by either 
direct or indirect language were outside the limits of our 
0011st i tut ion. 34 
.. ,..;. 
., . .,. 
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The Supreme Cou.rt I s decision 1n the Frohwerk case was 
given by Justice IIolmes. In citing tl1e facts of tl1e case, 
Holmes nointed out that the indictment included thirteen .. 
counts such as conspiracy to violate the Espionage Act, ef-
forts to promote disloyalty or m iny, refusal to serve, and 
several lesser charges. The first count related to the 
plaintiff and Carl Jleeser, the two of whoa were publishing 
a newspaper, the :~issouri ·~-~-8:.~t~. Ze~ tung_. Frohwerk and 
Gleeser 11ere cl1r-irged with conspiring to violate the :3spionage 
Act of 1917. Also included in the first count was reference 
to twelve articles or statemet1ts appearing i11 the l-lissouri 
~_§,_~t ... s_ -~~~~.un.13. bet1-reen July 6, 1917, and December 7, 1917. 35 
'-
The lo1ier court had found Froh,ierk guilty, fined him, and 
given him a ten-year sentence.36 
In his opinion Holmes referred to the Schenck decision. 
01 ting the simila.ri ty betvreen the t1"10 cases, Iiolmes felt the 
only thing needed to be added to the first decision was the 
fact that the First 1unendment very cle.~irly d1d not, a11d was 
not designed to, extend to whatever men may say. This Holmes 
emphasized as he said: 
\~Je ver1tu1"'e to believe that neither fiamilton nor 
Madison, 11or a11y other competent person than or later, 
ever supposed th~t to make criminal the counseling 
of a murder Hithin the jurisdiction of Cone;ress would 37 be an unconstitutional interference with free speech •••• 
Holmes continued that the articles in Frohwerk's paper 
were cr1t1cal of the sending of our soldiers to France, of 
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the administration, and of our war effort in generaf\, 
Stressed by the articles were the benefits the financial 
interests 1n America a11d i.;!1,~·land 11ould derive as a result 
._J 
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of the war. Also, the draft was attacked by the articles 
that def ended the Geruan actions. 38 rhe quest ion arose 
concerning just when may attacks be made on the ~overnment. 
Holmes gave a11 idea recarding ·when ,::.11d to vrhat deg1"ee such 
attacks may be ma,de. His thoughts were evident wl1ei.1 he said: 
It may be that all this might be said or written 
eve11 li1 time of war in circumst;;tnces that 1tould not 
make it a crime o ~-Ie do 11ot lose ot1r right to condemn 
either measure or men because the country is at war. 
It does not c:.ppe8.lr) tl1::lt the1.,c 1"l,?:.S any special effort 
to reacl1 11e r.. 1·1ho lre 1'\e SLl b j e ct; to the d1~2 .. ft; 9 arid if 
the evidence should show that the defeGdant ~as a 
poor 1nar:s tur::2i:'!6 out copy ·for C~leeser, l1is emI)loyer, 
·at less than. o. dct~l l~:t"bor"!er 8 s paJr~ fo:c Gleeser to use 
or reject, as he sav fit, in a newspaper of small 
circulc1tio:1, there 11ould be a 11r1turo.l inclination to 
test every question of law to be found in the record 
very tho3~u5hly before upholding the severe penalty 
imposed. 
He continued Frohwerk's paper was distributed 1n an area 
where such utterances could have produced very serious re-
sults. The lower court's judgment was upheld by the Supreme 
Court in this the second case testing the Espionage Act of 
1911.40 
It is interesting to note that in the Frohwerk case 
Ho,lmes did not use per se tl1e "clear a11d present dan6er" 
test he had formulated earlier in the Schenck decision. 41 
i-' is also interesting· to note that the Court did not rule 
-~ 
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directly on the constitutionality of the Esp1ona 0e Aot, but 
by not ruling it did in effect substantiate the validity 
of the Espionage Act in reg~rd to enlistment as well as 
freedom of speech.42 
1·lr1 ting in his book Free SEe.eoh la_ the :Q_n1 ted §_tates, / 
Zechariah Chafee Jr. claimed that no special effort had been 
made in the Frohwerk case to reach those men drafted. The 
articles, the same author felt, tended to advocate a govern-
mental policy chan~e rather than opposition to the draft. 
Pointed out also was the fact that a weak defense counsel 
was a prime reaso11 Froh1·rerk' s case r1as a losing one. 43 Ade-
quate evidence for conviction existed, but a better defense 
counsel might have changed the complexion of the case. 
·rhe third and f l11al of the early 1-rorld \·:ar I free-speech 
cases, 111 rrl1ich I1olmes spoke for tr1e majority, lt1as the case 
of Debs v. United States. The decision in this case was 
delivered on the same day as the Frohvrerk judgment. In some 
respects this 1vas the most important of tl1e three early ilorld 
War I decisions rendered by Holmes. ~ugene V. Debs was na-
t1onally lcnown, a .. nd _ tl1 is fact alone dre1v ,f"2"rea-t·· atterition to , .. , 
the case. Debs he2ded the lunerican Socialist ~arty and had 
run unsuccessfully four times for the presidency. Unques-
tionably, he was the most famous person to be imprisoned 
under the Espionage Act. Another reason why the case was of 
particular sig111f1cance v1as the fact that the material in 
./ 
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question was not a printed letter as in the Schenck case, 
nor a series of articles as in the Frohwerk case, but in-
s,tead··· ·a· speech d·eli vered by .Debs. 
The case came from the District Court of the United J 
States for the i-:orthern Divisiot of Ohio, l·rhere the court 
had convicted Jebs for obstructing military service. Pri-
61 
mary arguments for Debs 1-1ere based 011 severc1l poi11ts. Among 
i,•""'' 
thase arguments were the alleged failure of the indictment 
to charge a specific crime, the inadmissibility as evidence 
of the I·Jational Socialist Party's St. T1ouls Pla.tform, arid 
, I • 
" inadmissibility of court-recorded criminal proceedings as 
evidence. Still another argument was a claim that the mili-
tary and naval clauses of the Espionase ~ct applied only to 
those in the service. Debs also claimed the protectio11 of 
the First Amendment afainst the charges mede. 44 
The fecler·al :-::-;overcune11t 's &r:1:urr~euts against Debs were 
numerous. Amonp; tl1err1 ,;1ere the ader:uacy of the 1ndictmer1t, 
the admissibility of the St. Louis platform as evidence, the 
lack of prej_;udice of any sort af;ainst tl1e defe11dar1t, tl1e 
existence of recog11ized exceptio11s to tl1e guar[lntee of free 
speech, the absence of protection against incitement to vio-
late law, and the failure of freedom of speech rights to ex-
tend to obstruction of the military.45 
rr11e l~ew York times related that Debs, speakins i11 his 
own behalf, alleged that he was convicted for a mere state 
/ 
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of mind and not for his actions. Also noted 1n that news-
paper was Debs's char;e that the right of free speech was 
1 1 J.. d ., .... h :·, i - ', t 46 v o a~e oy ~6 e ~sp ona~e liC. ,. 
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The opinion of the Court was delivered once again by 
Holmes. This marked the third time in as many cases that 
Justice Holmes snake for the Court. In the facts and find-
... 
1ngs of the case Holmes and the Court limited the case to 
two counts. One of these related to such things as insub-
ordination and disloyalty. The other count related to ob-
structio11 of e 1111stment or recruiting. 47 Holmes stated that 
Debs had delivered a speech on June 16, 1918, at Canton, 
Ohio, and the charges steni.med from tl1at speech. ·:2ried and 
convicted, Debs faced a ten-year impriso11Il1el1t. Socialism had 
been the theme of Debs's speech, but Holmes did not enter 
into a discussion of the merits of that system. Instead, he 
concentrs.ted 011 the mair: issue: obstruction of the .;overn-
mental recruiting program. He also said th~t protection of 
the right of free speech cannot be assured in all instances. 
Holmes did not use the "clear and present danger" phraseology 
whicl1 he had used. before; r8wther, l1e used different 1~1ords. 
Holmes stated that immunity cannot be guaranteed to the 
spealcer uif a part or the ma11ifest it1te11t of tl:1e more r;eneral 
' 
utterances was to e1:courage tl:1ose present to obstruct the 
recruiting serv1ce •••• u48 
The speech in question began with Debs's alluding to a 
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visit he had made to a jail where three persons had b~en com-
mitted for helping another person to avoid registering for 
the draft. Continuing, Debs mentioned that he had better 
not say all that he could, which Holmes sa1d was an indica-
tion that Debs would have said more if he thought he were 
permitted. Debs praised those convicted and voiced disap-
. 
. proval of m111tarism in such a manner that he was critical 
) . 
of the United States. Debs praised also the socialistic be-
liefs of one Ka.te Richards O 'IIare, 11110 had been convicted of 
er1listment obstruction. Rose Pastor Stokes's co11viction for 
similar reasons was also cited by Debs.49 
During his trial Debs spoke in his own behalf and admit-
ted obstructing the 1-;ar effort because he hated v1ar. IIolmes 
mentioned Debs' s stateme Li.ts bt1t sa1d Debs' s comments at the 
trial had r10 be2.ri11g because "tl1e opposition 1vas so expressed 
that its i1atural arid intended effect would be to obstruct 
recruiting. n50 Us1ns the ,vords just quoted as a guide, 
Holmes d1d not refer to the "clear and present dar1(;er" test 
he used in the Schenck decision. 
Holmes merrtioned the fact that Debs had supported the 
St. Louis platform of the Socialist Party 1n his speech in 
Canton, Ohio. A pa1·t of the platform 1·ras an 2:.11ti-1·;ar. state-
ment, 1-ir1ich Debs backed in the speech in Canton. 1Iolmes 
said of Debs' s speecl1 a11d conviction: 
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•••• If in that speech he used words tending to obstruct the recrui ti11e; service, he mea11t , t!1at they . .,s.l1ould have that e ff e ct G o o o u e s 11. o u l cl add t l1c=1 t t l 1 e j 1..t 1,., :l · 1) e re·: :n c.Y sf t·.. · Care f,,11 ·r 1" ,Q+1r"it1c·I·-:-~..-~ t·-~ .... ~~- -i· .1.:-,,-:.,:- COL .. l. .... d ':·:o~· ·f-~1 tid t···r1 e c. . ., .... vl.----j 1..t;;) v .... v,.;......... ...1---·, u l,.1..--~J ,l ,__ L, _,_ - - ~ ... defe ncl· ~ · i· :::,1" ·1-··ir Por" '"'Ci"""OC-:-lc";r of '""'l • 1 ,T o-f ·n· 1 Q o-'"li r·1" oi1C" ........... __ V '.J' t •• - l, I - (..~ ""V (.A, . t - (.,.;..-., - ....... hJ . ~.,. ...... J. I..-~ "· (.., ... ,. \,, 
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The lo~er-court decision on obstruction, said Holmes 1n 
h1s opi11io11, 'tv~s sustained. He co11ti11ued that the conviction 
was based on 01Jstructio11 and there was no need to ir1·vestigate 
the i11subordincttion charge. There seemed to be no re:1son to 
reviel-1 ti1e verdict on this count, co11cluded I1ol..11es. 52 
It was thought by many that the failure of the Court to 
·~ 
declar.J tl1e Esp1ot1age Act either consti tutio:-al or unconsti tu-
tiorl~l W~lS ar1 iEdicEL ~1011 that the Supreme Court intended to 
• ·l 
determine each case 011 its O\ln raeri ts. Since the Ccurt did 
not de cl are t 11 e Ac t u t1 c o :tl st i ~ u t l o i ... al , 1 t d 1 d li o t , i n t 11 e 
Court's op1n1os, interfere witi the basic rights of fre2 speech. 
1dhil8 tr1e Debs litigation tvas before tb.e Court, several 
other Espio11a .. :;e Act c::1ses ~,:e1 .. e pending before t11at tr1bur:.al, 
and approximately seve~.ty-five such cases ·:ere in ·.p~·~ellate 
courts throu[.;L.ou t the na t lor.l. 53 
As 1n aGy controversial issue the majorit; decision of 
the Court, delivered by liolmeE, has oeer1 tl-1e subjE~ct of much 
criticism. Oue writer claimed that -* • ,... ... Guere was no proor or any 
stJ1!lulus by Debs to obstruct recrui ti11g or to cause a11y 
disloyalty in the army.54 Another writer .cal~ed Debs one 
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of "'the best loved Americans of his day and said Debs had 
' been sentenced for obstruction of enlistment even though he 
did not rner1tior1 ··the 1-rord "enlistment." 'ihis same 1-rri ter 
claimed Debs l1ad been con.victed for a "constructive" crime, 
that is, a crime te11ding to create a crime. The same 141riter 
also cited tl1is i1rterpretatio11 as being one that ha_s been re-
jected in mouern times.55 
J]> 
no obstrLtction 1·rhatever existed in the case, a11d that Conf3ress 
had rendered free-speech richts useless. Tl1e ~,felr llepublic 
..,... _ - --w -~w aa 
writer stated thc:1t 111 France or Germany rThat a person may or 
may not do f;as specified by law, but iuner1can la,-, (specifi-
cally the .Espionage .:·ict) 1-1as so vague tl1at a person had no 
way of knov1iug right or lrron;.56 
Max Lerner called the Debs decision the most highly 
criticized of l·"i:olmes 1 s civil-liberty opinions.57 ~-lriting 
just after the Debs decision, Holmes confided to Harold J. 
Laski tl1zl t ' __ e 1·:'oul r2 1~2. J~h er ~~ot ~·1ri t e decisions in cases 1n-
vol vi 11g e~rtreme radicals. Holmes further r1rote that it rras 
foolish to consider people like Debs dc.n~erous. Eor1ever, he 
said he must follow the law on auestions of law. Holmes told ... 
Laski tl1::it many judges i~1 the 101-rer courts pushed. the 1·aw to 
.·, a~1 extreme. In tl1e same letter 1-ic,lmes said he felt tl1at the 
President would pardon many of those couvlcted.58 In his 
writings to Sir ·Frederich: Pollock, IIolm~s s2.id essentit1lly 
the same th1 ng that he had said to 1Iarold J. Laski. Just as 
--.. ~. '.·,_;-:v_ .• _ 
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he had lir1tten to Laski, Holmes expressed a wish that the 
President would pardon those convicted. People such as 
Debs were not considered dangerous by Holmes; he referred 
to such people as "poor devils o u59 Froh\'1erlc 's se11tence was 
commuted by 1·lilsor1 after one year, and Debs's se11tence was 
colllillut ed after t,·10 yeaPs. 
~I.1he Debs decision must have caused Holmes a great deal 
of thought. He mentioned the decision and reaction in sev-
eral letters to his t,10 l!inglisl1 frie11ds. 11'/riting to I-Iarold 
J. Laski from \·iashington, D. c., on l!.pril 20, 1919, Holmes 
again mentioned Debs and questioned the wisdom cf Debs. 
While uot stating publicly his opinion of Debs,,_, }Iolmes in 
"' h1s personal corresponder.ce questioned if Debs really had ___ .. ._ 
any ideaso People such as Debs, 5olmes felt, do not really 
k1101-1 i-;ha.t t11ey want. Continuing in his letter, Holmes quoted 
these l1ords from the Bible: "Father forg1 ve them; for they 
know not what they do! u60 
~'Tri ting to Harold J. Laski from 1tash1ngton, D. ~., on 
May 1, 1919, Holmes stated that he believed his dec1s1on in 
the Debs case was the reason he was one person sought out 
by the leaders in a plot to send bombs through the mail to 
be received on the same day by various importa11t U11i ted States 
citizens. He ~uestioned the intelligence of the people who 
had sent the bombso 61 A few weeks before the bomb incident 
' Holmes wrote to Sir Frederick Pollock that he was getting, 
p,·,, ... ,,c 
what he termed, "stupid letters of protest" in response to 
the decision in the Debs case.62 
67 
The Jew York Times said the bomb conspiracy seemed to 
be national in scope. Some of the most prominent men in the 
United States were intended victims. In addition to Holmes 
were Postmaster Generul A. S. ~urleson, Attorney General A. 
11111 tchell Palmer, Judge Kenesaw 1'1ounta1n Landis, lviayor John 
F. Hyland, John D. Rockefeller, J.P. Morgan, Mayor Ole Hanson 
···t 
of Seattle, and a score of other important fisures. The plot 
seemed to have Industrlal ~iorkers of tr1e ~1orld and Bolsl1evik 
origins. Fortunately, post office clerk Charles Caplan had 
read of an attempt on the 11fe of former Senator Thomas W. 
Harwick of Georgia. The postal clerk then informed police 
of some suspicious loolciug pac1cages, arid prompt police action 
averted any tra3edyo Judge Landis was an intended victim 
because he 112d presided over a Chicago trial in v1hich over 
one hundred Industrial ;-rorkers of the i·iorld members, i11clud-
1ng national leader William D. Haywood, were convicted. 
Holmes's decisions in the early ~spionage Act cases may have 
been the reason his life wasrthreatenect. 63 It was unusually 
odd, Holmes felt, that he should be one of those scheduled to 
receive a bomb because he took ,-,hat he termed "an extremist 
view in favor of free speech." 1~1any lower court jtldge s, on 
the other l1a11d, seemed unreasonable in their prosecution 
during the war. 64 
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The Debs case was the final Espionage Act case 1n wh1oh 
Holm.es spoke for the majority. There were many who felt 
their champion of liberty, Justice Holmes, had disappointed 
them by the three decisions of !·larch 1919. 'rhose critical 
of Holmes were disappointed because he was not the outspoken 
cl1ampion of free speecl1 they had expected him to be. But 
perhaps he was waiting until a case came before the Court 
that would be so completely a violation of the right of free 
speech that he could then voice a really strong argument 
against a conviction. Holmes had written the unanimous de-
cision in the Schenck case and had the unanimous backing of 
the "clear and present danger" test. Therefore,, he had for-
mulated the test, and any failure to agree l'li th Holmes in 
later cases would be an indication that the rest of the Court 
was not following the test accepted earlier by the Court 1n 
the first Espionage Act cases.65 
c.,i -,_· •'-" 
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CHAPTER V 
HOLMES DISSEliTING 
Some of the most important dissents 1n United States 
Supreme Court history \tere l-tri tten by Justice H.olu1es iri the 
later ~4;orld ;·tar I Espionage Act cases, whicl1 will be ::onsld- \. 
ered along with Holmes's opinions in related civil-liberty t' 
cases. Cla~sic in style as 1n judgment, these dissents 
pointed the way to the future, a day when the Court would 
uphold to an even greater degree the rights of 1nd1v1dual 
citizens. As Holmes turned from tbe majority to dissent, 
many who had been disappointed by Holmes's early World War I 
.~_,.-------,,--.., 
e'~-
·· decisions no\·l gained a r:.ew adm1ra.t1on for lfolmes. Questions 
na tur .lly arise. Did liolmes suddenly shift from ti1e ma-
j or1 ty, or dld the majority shift from 1Iolmes'l Or was the 
shift mucl1 less obvious than it api_)eared on tr1e surface? An 
effort ~ill Le made to ans~er these quesL1ons. 
The closing days of World War I and the early~months of 
peace were marked wl th ar1 iuflux of ideas from 1':osco~; ~-.1-~ich 
struck fe2.r and l)anic it1to the hearts ar~~: rn1tJc1S of ma11y of 
our c1tizeus. Tl1is tl1reat to the democr·:J.tic system was marked 
by a lack of tolerance by botl1 those su~::;JortiL.3 an.d t.r1ose 
opposil1g such ideas. 1·ll11le Holmes believed i r~dl v iduals should 
be free to think as theJ' wish, he was urlable to coc1vir1ce the 
l rest o~ the Court. 
' ~ 
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Holmes often had a fellow judge with him 1n dissent. 
As a result the names Brandeis and Holmes became synonymous 
with disse11t. Perhaps an anecdote, related after tl1e death 
of Holmes in 1935, will present a picture of the dissents 
by 1-Iolmes and Brandeis. The 1:-!ew Yorlc Times related an 1n-
cident that gave a.n idea of the appare11t frequency 1·11 th 1th1ch 
Holmes and Brandeis were known to dissent •. A play entitled 
Of Th~~~ £lll.£ had contained a scene in 'Which the Supreme 
Court made an announcement that the natio11 1 s First Lady has 
given birth to a son. At this noint one c~1aracter in the 
-
play supposedly v1as to chai1t: "Brandeis and Holmes dissent. 11 c 
l,nile tl1e line was not included i11 the f111al version of the 
play, Holmes heard of it, laughed :1eartily at ti1e line, a11d 
expressed a wish that the line had been retained. 2 There 
was to be little humor for Holmes in the area of free speech, 
ho1r1ever. 
After the end of World War I there was a shift 1n con-
cern regarding freedom of speech from the national to the 
state level. In tl1e individual states many la-vs v1ere e11acted 
to curtail rQdical propaganda. "tfuen a state case came before 
the Court, Holmes considered 1-1hetl1er there existed aey great 
threat to the state or nation before he attempted to decide 
the case. Any statements made ha,d to prese11t a distinct 
threat to the Gation's security before Holmes would rule 
against the person making such statements. To 111m 1t 11as a 
matter of dao1d1ng each case on its own merits.3 
..... -~-~ ..... 
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The first of Holmes's free-speech dissents arising 
directly from the Espionage 1\ct was :tb.~.~.Jl!S. -~-· ![~1 .. t_§_~ S!ate_!• 
Th1s case was a.rgued October 21 and 22, 1;19, a1id a verdict ~ 
was delivered on }.Jovember 12, 1919, a full eight moctr1s after 
the Frot.-1erk ac1d Debs decisions. This lawsuit had come to 
the hi 6h cou_rt frorn a d.lstrict court 111 !Jew York. Arguments 
for Abrams rar16ed from a stand tl1at the First lunendment rnalces 
the J!]srJionage Act invalid to au argument tl1at cr1ticis1n of 
governmental policies was not r1e1·1 11or necessarily a crirne. 
On the other har1d, the federal sovernment cited 'tr1e val id1 ty 
of tl1e Esp1ona3e .Act and 1 ts ame11dn1ents, stated that frt3edom 
of t !1 e pre s s i s no t vi o 1 & t e d b J' t 11 e Fir u t .A :u e r1 drn e Lt , a rl d s a 1 d 
that sufficient evidence existed for conviction. 4 
A four-count indictment chc1rged tr1e defe:idar~ts sou3ht 
to violn.te the Es)1ona,£e 1~ct by tl1e distribution of u11lai1ful 
leaflets. Justice Jl~rke delivered the majority opinion and 
~, gaviJ s~veral of ti1a facts of ti1e case. He sai:i that all five 
defendanLs 1.;~r1:.; Russian born acct w~ll educated a:.d r1ad lived ,.., 
1n tl'1e Ur1ited States f.com five to te11 years. 1,one of· triem, 
I 
ho~·:ever, bad so:J.gl1t naturalizatio:2. The defendants ad;~i:..ted 
that tney wer~ opposed to tl:ie form of government of the United 
States arid adJI11\.ted that they had prl::ted ar1a distri cuted 
__ .. ·- J 
five thouiand circulars on August 22, 1919. 5 Early in the 
mornlr16 the leafle cs had been dropped at the corner of llouston 
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~ 
and Crosby Streets in l~ew · York City. Two army sergeants 
., 
were se11t by tl1e l-1 111tary Intelligence Police to the build-
ing from 1"Thich the pa,m_phlets had been dropped. After climb-
ing from floor to floor and questioning the occupants, they 
came to a hat factory on the fourth floor. There they ar-
~ 
rested· a you.ng Russian named Rosa11sky, rrho eventually con-
fessed he had thrown the leaflets. Rosansky and a group of 
other Russians, 1nclud111g one girl, were captured. Jacob 
Abrams at twenty-nine was the oldest of the group. The four 
men and the 6irl, Molly Steimer, all lived in an apartment on 
East 104th Street, but they refused to disclose where the 
• leaflets ·;had been printed. I1owever, the 1'1111tary Police 
fou·nd a motor-dri ve'n press as lvell as a small hand press 1n 
a basement at 1582 }Jadison avenue. l1t this address 1-Tere also 
found corrected proofs and misprinted pamphlets. 6 
Abrams and the others based their claim of innocence on 
the First Amendment guarantee of free speech a11d tl1e resulting 
invalidity of the Espionage Act as a violation of the Const!-
tution.7 Tl1e defe11da11ts in the case co11te11ded that the 
pionac;e .;tct required that specific intent to h1nder the war 
agai11st Germany must be proved to validate a convict1011. They 
argued that tl1ey had only sougl1t to protest lnteI'Ve{_tion in 
Russia. Judge Clayton of jJ.ab;:11Ila, the di strict court judge 
in the case, had 11ot ir1st1~uct ed tr1e jury that specific 1 ntent to 
interfere with the _.,ar effort was necessary for conviction; 
.. ',• 
: ... ,:'~,.--·."·"' . 
rather, he had sa.1d conviction could result even 1f the de-
fendants did not· have as their specific objective a limiting 
of tl1e p1..,oclttction of ar~ns. Thus their orll.Y objective, that 
of stoppir1g shipments of arms to Russia, would have bt:en a 
violation because it would affect the war effort of the United 
... " States. 8 , 
Vigorously assailed by an article entitled 11 The Hypocrisy 
of tl:1e United States and Her Allies" was Preslde11t Wilson. 
Also criticized was the iuner1can foreign policy. The article 
called 1tr1lson r1 coward"; clal:ned the proletarian govertunent 1n 
Russia. to be tl1e or:l,y fair system of government, and called 
capitalism tl1e real enemy of tr1e people of tl1e world. the 
article, si~;ned ,aRevolutior1ists'', called for all workers 
to awake aLd unite.9 
While t!1e i·1ri ters had had as their prlme objective 
stopping tl1e product1or1 of ammunition to be used against the 
?...... revolution in Russia, ttie fact t11at the war effort against 
Germa~y had been hindered was adeauate cause for conv1ct1on. 
This was the conclusion reached by the majority of the Court. 
·-.... ....• 
Tl1e second pamphlet, sigr1ed "Tl1e Rebels", call(:;d for a 
general strike by all workers. In his opi~ion Justice Clarke 
felt 1 t cle;~:r tr1at the circulars sougl1t to e :.coura6e rc;sistance 
to the war. 10 
It was admitted by Justice Clarke that a legal differ-
ence ex1 ated between "d1slo.1al II and 11 a bus1 ve II language as 
I 
,: ' . ,·1·:.,r;::;·).;.~l~.a:;,s · .. l,t .· 
.. 
,,.,.,., ..... ,.,.,., . 
.. ~, ........ ,., ... ,.,. 
,'/' 
applied to government, but he discounted the difference 
whether the 11d1st1nct1on 1s vital or ·,merely form.al." Ob-
viously the fact that a state of war existed 1 had a great 
deal to do with the verdict. 11 
The sentences imposed were twenty years in jail for 
Abrams, Lipman, a11d Lacho1-1s1ty plus a fine for each of one 
thousand dollars. For the girl I\:olly Steimer the se11tence 
was fifteer1 yea~rs a11d five hu11dred dollars, and for Rosansky 
1 t 1-1as three years a.nd one· thousand dollars •12 In 1922, 
however, they ,vere released on condition that they return 
to Russia aJt their ovrn eJcpe11se .13 
Disse11tlng in the case were Holmes and Brandeis, with 
Holmes 1·rri tins their opinion. It ,;as pointed out by Holmes 
that the leaflets stated that those writing them hated the 
Germans even more ths .. n Junericans did. 14 I11 }~sp1.onase ~~ct 
cases before the librams case, 1Iolmes l1r:.d r.1aintained that the 
result was criminal in nature. However, in the Abrams case, 
Holmes maintained, the uttering of words and not the possi-
ble or proba.ble result ,ras the crime chc1rged. Therefore he 
was forced to dissent from the majority. 15 
Of partictllc.:1.1" impo1~taace 111 considering the case was 
the fact that the leaflets did not, according to Holmes, at-
tack the manner 9f government of the United States. Ee also 
/ 
stated that no intent to curtail production was provednl6 
If obstructlon was the single purpose of the pamphlet, the 
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... people distributing the leaflets could be punished. Holmes, 
however, felt their purpose was to stop interference by the 
United States 1n the Russian revolutiou. 17 therefore, merely 
talking 2 bout the gove1~11ment 's policy could not be a pur11sh-
able crime~ IIolmes sa,1 no danger 111 distr1 but1 on of leaflets 
unless there were more to follow. He said: 
••• I do not doubt for a moment that ••• the United States 
constitutionally may punish speech that produces or is inte11ded -to p1~oduce a cle:ir a11d imminer1t de.11ger tl1at it will brin3 about forthwith certain substantive evils that the United States constitutionally may seek to preveuto The power undoubtedly is greater in time of 
war than in time of peace because war opens dangers 
that do not exist at other times. 
But, as against dangers peculiar to war, as against 
others, the principle of the right of free speech is the 
sameo It is only the present danger of the immediate 
evil or a~ intent to bring it about that warrants Con- 18 3ress in setting a limit to the expression of opinion •••• 
Two ideas 1-rere stressed by l1oln1es in his opinion. One 
of these v;as "intent" arid tl1e other uclear and present dan-
ger, " al t·hough he did not use the term 1 n the exact words he 
had used in the Schenck case. Instead, he used the phrase 
"clear and imminent dan;;er. 11 Holmes stressed that intent must 
be specific or forceful, and such intent was not proved here. 
Sentences of twenty years were too severe for publishing 
leaflets which, Holmes said, " ••• I believe the defendants had 
' 
as much right to publisl1 cis tr1e govcr~lllerit had to publish the 
Constitution of the United Sta-tesooooul9 
~riting to Gir Wrederick Pollock, Holmes mentioned the 
Abrams case and stated that he felt the conspiracy was not 
\.. 
..... 
1\ 
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to obstruct the war with Germany but rather to stop United 
States interference in Russia. He said that he should have 
stressed more strongly the obstruction aspect of~the case in 
h1 s opinion. 20 The dissent by I!olmes showed that 1 t was not 
he who had 18ft the majority, ~ut rather the rest of the 
Court had abandoned the standard they had accepted with the 
first Espionage Act cases. 
Certainly the dissent by Holmes was a ringing one, and 
at least 011e writer claimed the new American pl1ilosophy 
stressing the importance of opea discussion stemmed directly 
from Holmes's dissent in the Abrams case. 21 
Another Yrriter considered it remarkable that Holmes 
should have taken such a sta11d because Holmes was not one) 
to be considered either soft or sentimental on free-speech 
issues. 22 It appeared liolme s 1i'as not vreakeni11g or sho1-1ing 
any spec1aJl sentiment by l1is dissent. R2.ther, it seemed th2 ... t 
Holmes 1tas seelc1ne; justice for a great injustice. Certainly ~-
worthy of just co11sideration 1vere an unkno,,11 man; a silly, 
harmless leaflet; and a twenty-year sentence. 
~·/rltiag to Justice Holmes, Sir Frederick Pollock was 
very critical of the majority op1n1011 of the United ;;3tates 
Supreme Court. He pointed out that in England the usual 
imprisonment for such an offense would likely have been six 
months or, at most, one yearo 23 This was a striking contrast 
with the punishment imposed. 
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Cr1 t1cal of .Holmes' s decision was the Dean of the School 
of Law at lTorth,;estern Uni vers1ty, John H. ,~11Gmore, who be-
lieved that neithar Holmes nor Brandeis was fully aware of 
the dangers facing the United States and her allies during 
the summer of 1918. ~f1gmore maintained that the period be-
tween July and October in 1918 was so critical that allied 
efforts could not have succeeded if detr1me nts such as that 
caused by Abrams were not held in check. Continuin~ his 
cr1 ti ci sm, ~lign1ore su.·;gest ed that both Holmes and Brandeis 
were indifferent t o,1ard the m111 tary s1 tuati on in August 1918. 24 
The next case in which Holmes's free-speech beliefs were 
ev1de:::1t 1tas in ~chaefer !• U11i ted States, a case 1n wh1.ch 
Brandeis voiced the dissent, with Holmes concurring. In 
question was a series of fifteen newspaper articles which 
stressed Germa11 strer1gth and attacked the .Ame1·1can purpose. 
The articles, printed in German, appeared in the Phlladelph1a 
~ageblatto Though acquitted of a treason charge, Schaefer 
and several other officials of the newspaper had been convicted 
under the Espionage _4.ct. 25 The off1 cers of the Pl1iladelphia 
·Taze~latt .. 4-ssoc1at1or1 included Peter Schaefer, President; 
Paul Vogel, 1'reasurer; Iiouis ~le1"ner, Chief l!;di tor; :.1art in 
.Da.rkow, l-1a11agi11g Bdltor; and Herma:1 Lemke, .Business r·Ianager.26 ··-
Justice McKenna deliver~d the majority decision in a s1x-
to-three verdict. Spealti11~ for the majority, I\/IcKerilla upl1eld 
the val1d1ty of the Espionage Act and reiterated the Court's 
.i 
~ 
• 
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earlier stand that free-speech righ:ts 11ere not absolute. 27 
McKenna felt the articles could easily have hindered the 
American cause a11d had been 11r1 tten with that purpose in 
mind. 28 ;,ni11e t10 evidence of a11y iminediate result ~ras pro-
duced, the evil, nevertheless, existed. In closing, Justice 
~icKenna stated thn.t the longest sentence imposed on any of 
the individuals had been for five years, although it could 
have been a t~·renty-year sentet1ce. 29 
In dissent, Justice Brandeis, with Holmes concurring, 
cited "clear and prese11t danger" as a basis for his dissent._ 
An unfair verdict resulted in the lower court because of an 
abse11ce of co11trol of emotion on the part of the trial jury, 
wrote Brandeis.3° Brandeis believed the suppressloil of the 
writi11gs ln tl1e Philadelphia ~lageblatt co~1stituted a direct 
thre2t to freedom of the press. Also, he questioned the 
threat the small local publications could possibly have pre-
se11t ed to the allied military arid ,.112 ... val effort. Justice 
~' ., 
Clarke lt,rote a separate dissent stating t}1r1.t he felt the 
trial jury had not been properly 1nstructed.3l 
A striking similarity to both the Abrams and Schaefer 
cases ca11 be noted i11 Pierce v. United States. Justice 
Pitney delivered the majority decision in this Bsp1onage Act 
case. A socialistic pamphlet entitled "Tl1e Price \·le Pay 11 
was circulated by a group of men, ~1erce included, and charges 
.---\ 
., 
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were based on the pampjlet. Before circulating the leaflets, 
the men ·had failed to agree on how and when to distribute 
the pamphlets.32 
The ;roup of men had met in Albany, llew York, to discuss 
the orderin~ and d1str1bution of the circul&r in question • 
.1!.t that time they r1ere 1-1ell aware of a legal action 111 Bal ti-
more relating to the distribution of the same circulars they 
intended to distribute.33 Justice Brandeis mentioned in his 
dissent something Pitney failed to ~ention--the acquittal of 
the accused in the Baltimore case by District Judge Rose.34 
Justice Pitney referred to intent and said of the distribu-
tion, 11 If its. probable effect v,as at all disputable, at least 
the jury fairly might believe that, under the circumstances 
•.. ,1, 
· "35 existing, it would have a tendency to cause insubordination •••• 
Pitney said that the jury in the Pierce case decided the 
guilt, but it seemed certain tl-1at the persons r1ho 1·1ere tried 
knew beforehand the statements they were going to circul2te 
were false. There was no doubt that the men had distributed 
' 
the leaflets, a11d ti1ey did not deny it. 
The test ~sed by Bra1.1deis in dissent was the one used 
I 
\ 
1n the first ~spiot1age .Act case. It was the 11 clear and 
present danger" test, 36 a test created by rlolmes in the 
Schenck case ment1011ed in the precedi11~; cl1aptcr. .tra;ldeis 
pointed out the fact that the men h~d }OStponed their activi-
ties until the ialtimore case resulted in au acquittal 
·-a 
': 
indicated they did not wish to violate the law. 
80 
The 1nfor-
metion 1n the leaflets distributed by the m~n had not even 
been prepared by them, indicsting they did not necessarily 
know the statements they had circulated were false. Eefore 
( 
finishing his dissent, Brandeis used two more times the test 
formulated by Holmes.37 
It is 1nterest1nB to compare the Schenck case and the 
Pierce case. There seemed to be little reason for a verdict 
against Pierce a11d tl1e others involved liith him 111 the activ-
ity. Schenck wrote his literature; Pierce did not. Schenck 
sent his i11for1no.L,ior1 to those drafted; Pierce sought out no 
special ~\roup. Schenck dicl not 1-;ai t for any actio11 legaliz-
ing 1·1hat he did; Pierce 1-1a1ted fo1~. an acquittal in a pe11ding 
case before he distributed the literature the group had pur-
chased. All these facts strenr;the11 eerl1er rem2~rks in tr11s 
paper that it was the majority that was chanRing position 
and not I-Iolme s. 
A11other free-speech case to come before the Supreme 
Court was O'Conaell Vo United States. In question once again 
was an alleGed violation of the right of free speech by the 
EspionaGe Act. There had been no objection to the lower 
court verdict of guilty. O'Connell had been given ~five-
\· 
'I 
year sentence for violation of Espionase Act restrict~ons 
on obstructing recrt1itit1g a11d eu.listmer1t. He hacl also been 
given a three-year se11tence for conspiracy to violate the 
I! 
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Selective Service Law.38 Several extensions were granted 
for O'Connell to prepare a bill of exceptions. The time 
limit v1as e}:ceeded, but the case 11as brought forh,.ard for a 
final decision any1·1ay. In the Supreme Court majority dec1-
s1on Justice !1c·l1.eynolds mentioned the fa.ct that the time 
11m1 t had bee11 exceeded, and he also met1tioned the consti-
tutionality of the Espionage Act.39 There was no disserrting 
decision, so the 1..-.rlter of this paper assumes Holmes agreed 
with the decision, possibly because of the strength of the - j 
evidence. He may also have agreed with the decision because 
of tl1e legal tecl1:c1icality tLat the,/time limit in the case ~ 
\ 
had b-eeri exceeded •. Also, the f1.ve-year sen.ter1ce, cornpared -" 
with that siven Abrams~ was relatively short, and this too 
may have influe~ced Holmes. 
The threat by re ..d.ical groups to the .American way of 
life follo1·1in6 \·~orld ~·Iar I resulted in attempts to extend 
'I the provisions of~the Espiona3e \i.cts to peace time. The <' l~ 
. \ ~ Gra1:1am Bill, which was not passed, was sucl1 an attempt. It 
would have made 1 t t1nla·,1ful for a11yone to speak in an assem-
bly where tl1e indirect result would have been to damB.0e l}ri-
vate property. Several states, ho1vever, passed their ov111 
espionaGe acts, which many people felt threatened~vil lib-
erties. Some of these laws were more drastic than those in 
the national code, so the natural reaction was efforts to es-
tablish more liberal and more reasonable laws relating to 
civil 11bert1es.40 
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A case testing a state's power to 11m1t speech or the 
press relat1 ve to wartime emeree r.c1 es v;as Gilbert v. :t:'.1nnesota. 41 
--~---- M,_,...,._ -
Once again Holmes did not deliver the op1n1ono Perl1ans his 
... 
position 1n the case was surp1~isit1g, but ~-;hc~1 several aspects 
of the case are considered, his stand becomes less unusual 
than it may have first appeared. An effort will be made to 
show why he joined the majority in this case. 
Justice iw1c1Ce1111a delivered the majority opinion in the 
six-to-three decision. He cited tt1e I:ir1rresota statute, sev-
eral sections of which were similar to the 3sp1onage ~ct of 
1917 and its amendrne11ts the following year. The sta,te law 
made it illegal to discourage anyone from enlisting in the 
armed forces of the state or nation. Joseuh }ilbert had 
• 
spoke tl ope11ly a11d critically against [:;overm:1e ut policy and 
'(',i.:r' 
had voiced a belief .,Gl1at 1·,e had e11tered the war to save Eng-
land. Lrtile the state may regulate speech, declared 1':cl{enna, 
there were certain limits to the state regulatory power. The· 
fact that Ci1lbert kne1·1 his remarks were false and the fact 
tbat a sta.te of emerge Gey existed were just cause to verify 
the lower court's decision. 42 
Brandeis and Holmes disagreed, which they rarely did. 
In his dissent Brandeis said that even though the states.may 
make laws to preserve tl1emselves, Congress had the final legal 
powero Bra11deis decla.red that the state law 1n auestion vras 
-
1ncons1stect with national la1·1s because it violated the 
.... 
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Const1 tuion. The Fourteenth 1une11dment 's 11 berty clause was 
me11tioned, but Brandeis felt there r1as no need to comment 
fully on tl1e li be1.,ty clause because, he maintained, the law 
in question violated freedom of speech. 43 
Why did Holmes concur with the majority rather than with 
Brandeis? Hesitation 011 the po.rt of Holmes to rule reg2.rding 
the affairs of a.ny individual state 1ias me11tioned in the 
earlier chapter of this paper dealinG with free-speech cases 
prior to World ~iar I. Perhaps this reluct~nce to rule against 
a state law 1~1as the reason Holmes joined the majority in this 
case upholding a state law. Holmes confided to Sir Frederick 
Pollock, that he did not agree with Brandeis because he felt 
Brandeis was wrens 1n his decision. ., 
1plh1le disagreeing rTi th Brandeis, liolmes also failed to 
agree completely with the majority. He did concur iu the 
majority decision, but, he wrote to Polloclc, 111.;ith some 
doubts. 1144 The rel2.t1vely small fine of five hundred dollars 
and the comparatively brief one-year prison term imposed 
"'"··..:,4,-
up on Gilbert45 could possibly have been a decisive factor 
in the mind of Justice Holmes. Compared to the fines and 
se11te1~ces imposed in some federal Espionage Act cases, the 
punishment here was relatively small. For example, ir1 the 
Gilbert case the statements and actions threatened the wel-
fare of fell people. Gilbert spoke before a group 1·1hich 
interrupted as 1tell as threatened l11m. In the Abrams case, 
i ·1 
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several thousand leaflets were printed, several people ,were 
involved in the printing and circul2tine;, an attempt was made 
to distribute the leaflets secretly, the welfare of far more 
people was concerned, and the penalty was much more severe. 
1Lfter joining in tl1e majority decision in the Gilbert 
case, Holmes quickly returned to the mi r1ori ty a11d q.issent 
decided ou 112.rch 7, 1921. This time provisions of tl1e Jspio-
nage .\ct relative to the ma.11 services of the United States 
were involved. 
Victor L. Berger, the editor of a soc1al1st1c paper, 
the I4T1l\:auk:ee Les.der, 1,;as indicted for conspiracy to violate 
the Espionase .Act. Before he 1-Tas indicted, Berger had been 
nominated by the Socialist Party for the United States Serrate. 
He campaigned 1-1l1ile free 011 bail arid advocD.ted an inmeu.iate 
~rm1stice as well as a removal of our troops from France. 
Even though defeated, Berger polled over 100,000 votes in 
1i1sco:~sin. After he had bee11 found guilty, he appealed; and 
while tl1e appeal 'tva.s 1n process, he ran and 11as electe9. to 
the House of Representative. That body, however, exercised 
its right to exclude ~embers and de~ied him a seat. 47 
The plaintiff ·argued that the Postmaster Jeneral had 
exceeded his author1 ty in denyinc; the use of the mails. He 
' contended also that the Constitution provided for punishment 
only 1f there was a direct abuse of the rit)lt of free press • 
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A final point brought out by counsel for Berger was that the 
Constitution made no mention whether freedom of speech and 
of the press was restricted to peace t1me.48 
Justice Clrirlce deii vered the maj or1 ty decision and said 
the seco.:1d-class ma111nJ_-pr1vilege of the I,Iill'rattl[ee Leader 
had been revoked because the Postmaster ~eneral had found 
articles in the paper to be in lolation of the .Espionage Act. 
An important aspect of the seco11d-class ma111n~ privilege 
was pointed out by Justice Clarke. He said that the cost of 
handling second-class mail was seven times the revenue it 
returned. The second-class rates were considered a special 
_ .. 
favor to the press because the press made a v~luable con-
tr1but1on to public welfare. To qualify for these special 
rates, the mail had to be of a mailable character, but the -
Postmaster ;eneral 1 s power to revoke the second-class rate 
had been a long established practice, concluded Cla~e. 49 
The Postmaster Jeneral's study revealed the newspaper 
included false staten1eL1ts 1·1hich i-rere inte11ded to inter")fere 
with the military efforts of the United 3tates. The de:::.ial 
of the second-class privileg~ was upheld by the Supreme Court. 
Justice Clarke qualified freedom of the press as not extend-
ing to those urging a violation of the law. The Court up-
held the suspension of the mailing privilege of the paper 
in advance because of the impracticality of reading aad de-
ciding daily o~ each issue of the paper. Justi1icat1on of. 
' 
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the Postmaster General's action was baaed on his power to 
/\ 
carry out all laws relc-'..t1ve to the postal service. :there 
was 11othing 1n the dee is ion of tl1e Postmaster ,}eneral to 
keep the publisher from 1~ca1)plyin·~ foI' Ll1e seco11d-class rate, 
' nor to keep him from· ser:ding his papers by another class of 
ma1 1 , d e c 1 :J, red C 1 c.: r k e • 5 0 
Brandeis cou11tered rTith a long dissent and Holmes with 
. . 
a shorter on~. Brandeis sa1d the second-class privilege was 
the matter in questiot1, and that the Posttr1aster Jeneral could 
ne1 the r declare certain mail could not be carried 11or deny 
second-class r~tes to future issues; the only course the 
postal authorities could follow was to return questionable 
ma11.51 Brandeis agreed that the Postmaster General should 
have great power, but aot to de~y in advance the right to 
use the mails.52 
agreeing basically with the Brandeis dissent, Justice 
Holmes felt it was imuossible to determine iu advance the .. 
mailable character of a newspaper. The only course open to 
postal autr1ori ties i·1as to i--efuse handline; a parti cula.r issue 
and to return it to the sender. As to the legality of the 
Postmaster General's action, Holmes said: 
He could not issue a 3eneral order that a certain 
newspaper should not be carried because he thought it 
likely or certa~in th&t it 1-10L1ld co11ta~in treEisonable 
or ObBC811e etallCo 'J.:he 1Jn.i ted 13tates Tflay give U.p the 
Post office t1heL it sees fit; but -:·i1.1ile it C£t1-.ries 1 t 
on, the use of the mails is almost as much a part of 
' ' 
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free speech as the right to use our tongues; and it would take very strong language to convince me that Congress ever intended to glve_such a practically despotic power to any oue man.53 
Therefore the denial of the second-class privilege was tanta-
mount to ma1ci11~: circul2.tion 1muoss1 ble. The 011ly 1 power the 
postal authorities had was to refuse to carry the mail and 
\ 
\ retur11 1 t. I-Iolmes felt that not even the war· justified the 
threat to individual liberties resulting from the majority 
deo1s1on.54 
None of the opinions questioned the right of the Post-
mester General to refuse to handle a certain issue o! a pub-
~ lication. The question that had to be decided was the exclu-
sion of the printed matter before it was investigated. Once 
more Justice Holmes maintained his philosophy that judges 
should riot make the laws; rather, they should merely enforce 
them. 
'· 
While the case invol v111g the 1.,11lwaukee Leader is the 
last of the free-speech Espionage Act cases to be discussed 
in this paper, Justice Holmes was far from through with the 
matter of free speech after the Leader case. The close of 
-
the war saw many other cases arise 1nvolvinG freedom of 
speech, and Justice Holmes continued to speak for the pro-
tection of civil liberties. 
One of these free-spe~ch oases was .i\merican Column and 
..: . 
Lumg_~ Com.-e .. anz y. United States. The main issue l'ras ,;rhether 
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the Sherman Anti-Trust Act had been violated. The United 
States chLrged a conspirac.}' to 11:mi t competi t1011, raise the 
price of l1r;.rd1-;ood, and curtail product ion. 55 
Justice Clarke delivered the majority opinion, citing 
1\ the or1,;:1n and developmei1t of a group c2-lled tl1e "jmerican 
Hard r10 o d 1"Ia t iuf {,.ct tl re rs ' s i\ s soc i 2 t i on. " zi n d t 1:. e 1 r s o- ca 11 e d 
"Open Competition Flann. J'..:embership 111 the associc.tio11 
t1umbered about four hundred, rri tl1 365 of these operating 
465 mills. Though only about five per cent of tr1e rnills 
1n the United States were involved, they produced about one 
third of the tot2 ..l lumber output. The 6over1llile11t claimed 
the exchant.;e of information by the me1nbers caused an in-
crease in prices; conversely, the orr.anizatio11 claimed the 
price increase was a result of weather and natural trade 
cond1 t 1011s. 56 
1·iembers 1iere expected to file a dally sales report, a 
' ,.., ', ·', dally shi ppin(~); report, a mo uthly product1 on report ,••"'''a. rno nthly 
stock report, a list of prices, and a report of inspections. 
If a member failed to report, he w2s dropped from membership. 
The orga11izatio11 held regular mor1thly meetings.57 :~t these 
meeti11gs members 1-rere vrarned to avoid ir1creased production 
because it would cause a reduction 1~ prices. The Court 
decided the Sherman !1t1ti-Trust .1ct ·w·as violated despite the 
fact the infornl:1tiot1 and some I'epor:ts 11ere made public and 
some reports were given to the Justice Department.58 
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In dissenting, Justice IIolmes felt that a combination 
that did nothing more than procure and distribute in.formation 
/ 
could not be considered as restrictive of trade. This wes 
an especially strong argume11t because the information vias not 
kept secret but was published for the benefit of all. He 
\\ 
mer:t1011ed~ the free-speech aspect of the case vrt1er1 he sald: 
I L1LlSt ;_;_dd tl1c1.t etl1e decree as 1 t staGdS seerns to 
me sururisin~ ic a country\ of free s.oeecha that affects 
.... ;,...; 
- J r:-9 to regard educ~tion a~d knowledge as desirableG~ · 
In the case of Leach Vo Carlile, freedom of speech was 
-"L s.. . ..;..- , .. ,nt·• ~ .cm 4lai 
threatened because an ettempt had been made by the Postmaster 
General to stop mall before it was sent. The mailing had 
been stopped because of 2 claim that it contained false ad-
vertising. Being sold through the mails was a curative pro-
duct which postal authorities considered to be incorrectly 
advertised. The product, "Organo I'ablets", vras advertised 
by a Chica:o man selling patent medicines. 60 Advertising 
through the mail was his method of selling his product. The 
Postmaster General decided the product being advertised 
through the mail was a fraud and ordered a halt to the ques-. 
tionable mail. His decision was based on the fact that the 
claims of the appellant were not justified by competent med-
61 1cal op1niot1. 
The mail had been used extensively as an advertising 
media, and statements describing the product as bein3 highly 
recommended by medical leaders had been included.62 When a 
.''i' 
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fraud order had been issued earlier, Leach had promptly 
changed his trade name. Justice Clarke stated that there 
was some conflict 1n the evidence presented, btit slt1ce the 
proclttct 1',as so far f1~on1 bei11g the cu1~e tl1e sell el' cJ_aimed 1 t 
to be, the fraud charge was valid. It was also pointed out 
that the established rule was not to review the decisions of 
government department heads if ample evidence existed to sup-
port them.63 
Holmes, in dissenting, did not question the validity of 
the statute in question; but there ,.,ere certain aspects of 
the case Holmes felt had not been adequately considered. 
While ma11y modern i11ver1tions could aid in advertising, let-
ters remained as an important means of communication, said 
Holmes. He stressed the importance of freedom of express1on 
when he said: 
I do not suppose that anyone would say that the freedom of written speech is less protected by the 
First Amendment than the freedom of spoken wordso 
.... Therefore I cannot understand by 1iliat authurity Con-gress undertakes to authorize anyone to determine in 
advance, on the ;rounds before us, that certain words 
shall ri.ot be tttteredo Sve11 tt1ose 11ho inter1)re·t the 
... 
. A.mendmeut most st1.,lctly agree tl1a:t it 1-1as inte21ded to prevent previous restraintsQoooif the execution of this 
law does riot ab1~1dge freedom of ~J)eech, I do not quite 
see 11hat could be said to do soo 0 ~ 
Holmes concluded his dissent by stating that he did not 
feel the First Juner1dmeut val1dsted the Postma.·ster's action. 
l 
Brandeis concurred 1·1i th Holmes in dis sent. 
,Freedom of speech was the main issue in several Supreme 
/ 
91 
Oourt cases regarding the 1111 berty 11 clause of the Fourteenth 
Am·endme11t" For example, questioned 111 l·Ie:rer Vo l<febraska was 
.:.~., ~ ~-?"',,""" . ~~_,.c._----1,. 
the legality of a state law requiring that the instruction 
"' 
of children be conducted only in the Enclisb language until 
the child passed the eighth grade. The plaintiff claimed 
this re~uiremeut of the Nebraska law to be a violation of 
the Fourteenth .Amendment 65 .. . ) 
Delivering ·the facts of the case and the majority opin-
ion was Justice McReynolds. He stated that the plaintiff 
had been tried for 2nd convicted of teaching a parochial 
school stude r1t, Raymo1:d Pa.rp2.rt, in German. V1 olated r1as 
a state law e11titled 11 11n .Act Relating to Teachi11g Foreign 
Languages in the State of l~ebraska. 11 The first section of 
the law stated that no language other than English could be 
used, while the secor1d section decla,red that only after hav-
ing passed eighth grade could a child be permitted to receive 
instructi 011 in a foreig11 language. Pun1shmer1t 1-laS set by the 
third section. A fine of twenty-five to one hundred dollars 
or a jail sentence not to exceed thirty days was provided in 
the act. 
The state maintained that it was desirable and neces-
sary that instruction be conducted in the English language, 
and that such a requirement v'las not an unreaso11able restr1c-
t1on.66 In reversing the lower court decision, McReynolds 
declared that the challenged state law was unconstitutional 
(_ 
... 
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because no cause could be shown why a certain language may 
be harmful. Justices J:Iolmes and Sutherland dissented, but 
neither wrote an opinion.67 
Several cases cot1cer11ing st·ate laws similar to the one 
involvi11c; I1leye1'"I 11ere reversed on the same day as the 1·'1eyer 
adjudicationo 68 · Three of these cases involved individuals 
talc1ng action against a state. These cases were Bartels v. 
-
Iowa, g. g. Behning y. Ohio, and &111 Pohl !o Ohioo Decided 
also was a case in 1·rhich a parochial school Lrought action 
against the state governor, the a.ttorney· ~eneral, and the~ 
county attorney. This case was Nebraska District of Evangel-
.. o..l., s · t 2. n a. lJ !1 e r -c a · e s v • 
--- --- ---- -
Samuel Ro l',iCICelvie, Clctre11ce .A. Davis, Otto 1i1alter, and 
--- ~ I I Wl';:tli'#"'~--::.. ~- ' .... 
their Deouties, Subordinates, and !sslstants.69 
A separate decision relative to the Bartels case was 
written by Justice Holmes, 1iith Justice Sutherland concurring. 
Bartels, though l1av1ng taugl1t his stude11t s their regular sub-
jects in E11(;lisl1, had also taught them to read German. 
There seemed to be little question regarding the value of 
all citizens speaking tr.1e same language, said Holmes. A com-
mon language appeared to be the objective of the Iowa law. 
The question l;as v1l1etl1er or 11ot the 11 liberty 0 p1~otection of 
the Fourteenth 11met1dment 1Aras violated by a state law requir-
ing tha.~G only Er1glish be taught until after the eighth grade • 
S1nce familiarity -,nth a language 1s achieved more readily 
I 
t ) . •." 
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during the years of youth, Holmes said it was desirable that 
the national language be learned then. Thus if a child 
lived in a11 area 1·1here a fore:l.gt1 language r,as spoke11, there 
seemed to be no place other thaa in school for the child to 
acquire a knowledge of En3lish. Such a restriction, con-
cluded }Iolmes, was not an unreasonable restriction on the 
1111berty 11 of either the teacher or the studer1t.70 
Once agE~in Holmes did ,:ot seek to declare a state law 
invalid; ratl1er, he vievred tl1e law as an experiment which 
the state should have been allowed to try. It seemed that 
he wished this experiment be given a chance, with the ultimate 
welfare of the individual paramount. 
During the war or soon after the war many states adopted 
laws which were known as criminal syndicalism laws. The main 
purpose of these laws was to curb radicals. The Supreme 
Court case of Gitlow v. New York was one of the most 1mpor-
ta11t c~~ses 111volv11.1g indi\ridual rii_;l1ts ever to be decided by 
the Court. · 1'hough the defer1dant did not 1·nn his case, for 
the first t1me in history the Court recognized that the "lib-
erty" phrase of the Fourteenth .Arae11dme11t extended to speech 
and the press. Holmes and Brandeis held the same v1ew ~s 
the majority regarding tl1e 1111 bt3rty u protection of the Four-
teenth .iune11dment, but they did not agree 1-11 th the majority 
regarding the disposition of the case. 
Gitlo1'l l1ad b•3en indic.JGed alor1g 1i1th three otl1er people 
1n 1919. He was tried separately, convicted, and sentenced, 
' . ,, f 
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--- w1 th the judgment affirmed by both the Appellate D1 v1s1on and 
the Court of .A.ppeals iil 11et1 York. It was on a writ of error 
that the case came to Washington and the Supreme Court.71 
The Supreme Court argued the case fi1"\lst on .April 12,~ __ 
., 
1923, and the decision was finally given on June 8, 1925. 
Gitlow's stand was based ou these points: (1) liberty in 
tl1e Fourteenth Alnendme11t e}..rtends to speech and the press, 
(2) the l~e11 York statute in questio11 unduly restricts freedom 
of speech, (3) English la1·1 doctrines on l-rhich tl1e rJel; York 
law was based are inco11siste11t 1-1itl1 those of 1uner1can law, 
and (4) the l1ew Yor1c la1i violates due process of lav1. On 
the other ha11d, the case against Gitlo1-1 included tl1e follow-
ing: (1) freedom of speech is 11ot absolute, (2) E11glish 
common-law is the basis for ou1,.. la~·1, (3) tl1e lie1'"1 Yorlc law 
does not violate due pr'ocess, (4) the defendant advocated an 
overthro11 of gover~ll!lent, and (5) 11 The Left ~'ling 1·Ia.111fest-o" 
advocated force and violence to overthrow the government. 72 
Violation of a New York criminal anarchy law was the 
basis for Gitlo1·r's cot1viction, r1rote Justice Sanford in the 
majority opinio11. ·rwo sectio11s of the 1re,i York Penal Laws 
concerning a definition of cr1mitlal anarchy and the advoca-
tion of such a doctrine v1ere involved. Pt1111 sl1me 11t 1 r1cluded 
a fine, or a prison term, or botho The law had been passed 
in 1902 followin3 the assassination of President ~cK1nley 
/ ~· 
and l1nd been used by llew Yorlc in 1919 to curb opposition to 
World 1'lar I by those supporting the Russian Revolution. 73 
.. • ....... 
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'95 The ·t1rst count charged that "The Left Wing :r-~anifesto" 
advocated the government by overthrown by force. The sec-
ond cour1t charged tl1at uTl1e Revolutionary .A.ge" contained 
similar 1rritings. Proof of Gitlow's membership 111 the Left 
~ling of the Socialist Party was evident. A natio11al meeting 
of the group produced the "Manifesto," 1-1l1ich ,;,;as IJUbllshed 
ln "The Revolutionary 1\[_;e. 11 Gi tlo, .. 1, the business manager, 
arranged for the pri11t in.g of sixtee11 thousa11d copies. He 
"' also directed the selling and sending and spoke to groups, 
urging them to take action on the principles set forth in 
the writings.74 
Justice Sanford sought to establish 1n his opinion 
)' 
that tl1e aim of the pamphlets i1as action rather thai1 a mere 
statement of principles. Conviction was based, said Sanford, 
on the fact that action was urgede75 
A very importa11t stateme!rt, regard111g Gi tlow, was·· in-
cluded in Sa11ford 's opinion as he said, 11There was no evi-
dence of any effect resulting from the publication and circu-
latio11 of the l1anifesto. 1176 The questioi1 innnediately a.rising, 
qui t·e lo6 ically, is just 1vhc1.t criterion 11as used to uphold 
the conviction in the case? If there was no danger produced, 
what could have bee11 the basis for the decision of a judicial 
body that had decided ~·Torld liar I cases by applying the 
"clear and preser1t danger" test? 
The advocated doctrine had urged mass strikes or 
... ,,. 
.. . 
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revolutionary action instead of legislation to achieve the 
goals· soucht.77 Counsel for Gitlow objected to evidence 
brought forwc:rd u11der 1nd1ctment 1n the lower court as a 
violation of the Fourteer:th .A111e11dme.Gt. This objection 1-1as 
not allowed, however.78 A similar denial resulted when 
'. / \ 
;' ', 
Gitlowt~ defense reauested that the court use as a def1n1-I \ 
tion of criminal ar1arcl1y tl1e urging of immediate action by 
force or v1olence.79 Justice Sanford, in upholding the law, 
said the only real question 11as v1hethe r the defe r1dant in 
this case had been deprived of his freedom of speech by due 
p:rocess i11 tl1e Fou1~teec.th 1unendment. The use of lan~ua.ge 
that would incite rather than inform would be punishable. 80 
Viole11ce 1-ras suggested in the 11ritin;s, continued Sanford • 
The 1nclusio11 of the 1-rord 1111 berty" i11 the }1ourt ::enth ,,.. 
Amendme11t was supported by the Court 1n regard to freedom of 
speech and the press as Justice Sanford said: 
' For prese~1t purposes 1,1e may c~:1d do assume that freedorn of spe e cl1 2.rid of tl1e !)res S=>caa1,;hi cl1 ct.re protected by the Fi1.,st JJ11e1id.me11t frorn '--1b1~id3n:.errt by Cou[;ress--are 
amor1g tl'ie fundan1ec.1t,1l perso11al ri~~l1ts ~1i1d "liber~tiesn protected by tl1e due process cla.use of tg1 i.1ourt ee11th Amendr.a~t~t from impairment by the states. 
,, 
The use of the Fourteenth Junendment 's "liberty" clause as a 
restriction on the legislatures of the individual states was 
a great step in the insurance of personal 11berty.B2 
Justice Sanford's opinion referred to free speech; he 
said the rights of the Constitution are not absolute. To 
··-~·.. <•_._;,,::·.~~:_.,_. :,:.·, •. •' ..... •·::. . 
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substantiate h1s remarks 1 Sanford mentioned the Schenck deci-
sion given by I-Iolmes. A referer1ce to tl1e uclear and present .... 
danger" te-st i·1as rnade by Sanford, but he said that ln this 
case the legislature had previously determined just what may 
be said, ar1d the1--efore "·"the "clear and prese11t" test need 11ot· 
-. 
be used for this decislon. 83 The decision was affirmed by 
----------the majority eve~ though advocacy had been in general terms, 
immediate action had not been urged, a11d the statements had 
not been directed to any specific group. 
In this case a test of "remote possibility" or "bad 
tendei1cy" was formulated by the majority. Thus any speech 
that may possl bly be harmful to tl1e governmer1t ,,;ould be in 
this category. 84 The Court now had two tests it could use. 
Brandeis and Holmes dissented, but both ~greed with the 
view of the majority regard1n:~; tl1e Fourteenth An1er1d:me11t's 
1111bertyu clause as a protective of free speech. Holmes in 
his disset1ting 01Ji11ion cited the precise term "clear and 
present danGer 11 for the first time since his majority opin-
ion in the Schenck case. Holmes said regarding Gitlow: 
If 1-ih:1t I think tl1e correct test is applied, 1t is 
ma111fest tl12.t tl1ere v1as no present d(..lnge1" of an rttter:ipt to ove1~t11:r201·1 ·tl1e -:_:ovei-·~~ime nt by force on tr1e p[1I·t of the 
admit L edly srnctll n1i11ori ty lrho s~naI'ec1 tl1e defe ndftlJ.t I s 
vie1-1so it is SEtid tl1at t11is J.ianifeSLO 1Jas rnore than a 
theory, that it ,,;as an inciten1e£1t. ~very idea is an incitement •••• 
Holmes also maintained that the writings under question 
could not possibly have provoked any serious trouble. It was 
.. ., ·-
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imperative, he felt, that the speaker should have a.chance 
to be heard. The case would have had a different aspect, 
believed Holmes, 1f an. ·actual B.ttempt had been made to start 
an uprisi11g against the govert1IDe11t. 85 
Perhaps l',orthy of 11ote 1s tl1e fact that between the 
time of tl1e Abrams case and tl1e Gl tlow case the personnel of 
the Court had undergone a great change. As a result, a ma-
jority of tr1el ve justices actually rejected the "clear and 
pres .. e11t da11ge1'\" test, ar1d only tv10, Holmes arid Brandeis, ac-
cepted the test. 86 Holmes's test was practically ignored by 
the majority in this case. The conviction was based on words 
that were forbidden rather than words that produced any , aaa-
ger. 87 \~1h1le G·i tlor, failed to see his couvictior1 reversed, 
the protection of free speech from abridgment by the indi-
J 
vidual states 112,d bee11 assured by the statement o\f tl1e Court. 
J 
' Perhaps tl1e feelings of Justice Holmes may best be 11-
lustrated by an excerpt from a letter writtec by Holmes to 
his friend Harold J. Laski. In a letter dated Jur1e 14, 1925, 
Holmes said: 
~he last day of Court I let out a page of slack on the right of an ass to drool about proletarian dictator-
ship but I was alone with Brandeis. Free speech means to most P§§ple, you may say anythinb that I don't think shocking. 
Justice Sanford delivered the opinion of the Court 1n 
Whitney y_. California, decided in 1927. Be1ng tested under 
.~. 
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the Fourteenth Amendment was a state criminal syndicalism 
s:l 
law.89 Ch::~rlotte .Anita vlhitney 1-1as a resident of Oal~land, 
California, Etnd had been a member of the Socialist Party. 
She r,as a member of a local group r1hich~ad broken a1-iay from 
the Socialist Party ~nd joined the Communist Labor Party of 
America. ?·11ss ~·H1itr1ey toolr an acti,,e p:J.rt in the organiza-
tion, wh1ch adopted a. r1at 1or1al progra1n. 90 
l·iiss T-ir1i ti1ey 's defense counsel claimed the state law in 
q~estion was a deprivation of the right to equal protection 
guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amer1dmet1t. She claimed that 
she had not foreseen 1fhe.t the organizatio11 ,,;as doing. But 
she had taken part in the convention, and the evidence showed 
that she was aware of what was happening. Her claim that 
the Syr1dical1sm .1\ct l-Tas not explicit e11ough in the defini-
tion W3.S rejected by the Cour"to9l The ter1n '!criminal synd1-
oalismu 1-1as specific:1lly defined in tl1e -first section of the 
California law as the use of terror or violence to accomplish 
either political change or a change 1n industrial ownership 
or control.92 
·-The Court also rejected a claim that equal protection 
was denied by ariy differeiit1at1on between advocating a resort 
to violence to change conditio~s and advocating a resort to 
violence to maintain extsting-cond1tlonso93 Justice Sanford 
concluded the majority opinion by upholding the Syndicalism 
Act ~1nd decl:~1rii1.1·: tl1at it was not restrict1 ve of freedom of . ; _ _,; 
speech or the press.94 
., 
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Justice Brandeis concurred in the decision but wrote 
a separate opinion, 1-;ltl1 Justice Holmes in agreement. The 
state's po~er to restrict freedom of speech had been estab-
lished previously, but no fixed standards had been set. 
Evidence had to be presented, continued Brandeis, to show 
that a serious danger was imminent. The free-speech ques-
tion did not figure in the case because Niss Whitney claimed 
the statute violated the Constitutlon of the United States. 
No request was made by tl1e defe udaut tl1at the sta~tute be 
tested on the "clear and prese11t danger" issue. Since necea-
1 
sary evidence did exist in the case, Brandeis bel1e~ed the 
lower court's verdict could not be changed. 95 Justice 
Brc.11:z.deis, with 1-Iolmes in accord, spolre out for freedom of 
speech in his opinion, but the disposition of the case re~\ 
moved this as an issue. ihus the only test in the case was 
the validity of ,St state la1,;, concluded Brandeis. Had Itiss 
Wh1 t r.ey brotlght her case to be revier1ed as a test o.f' innocence 
or guilt rather than a question of the validity of the state 
· law, the issue prob2bly would have brought a different re-
action from Holrues and Brandeis. Just how the rest of the 
Court would have reacted is merely a speculation. 
Ou the s&..me day as the 1fu1 tney adjudication, the Court 
reversed a conviction in the criminal syndicalism case of 
Fiske v o l(ai:1sas. The evidence a~ainst the defendant was a _ _,, __ ,.,.,_ 
copy of the preamble to the constitution adopted by the 
f 
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Industrial Workers of the World. Fiske claimed this to be 
1nsuff1c1ent reason for conviction. The Supreme Court re-
versed the state decision and maintained that there was 
'· 
·····{"·-~- l 
nothing in the questioned preamble to warra~ couviction.96 
......... 1-{bile both the Fislre and Whitney cases concer11ed state 
criminal syndicalism laws, one judgment was reversed, and the 
other was upheld. In neither case did the United States Su-
preme Court rule a state law invalid. The.fact that lfuitney 
sought to have the state law declared invalid, whereas Fiske 
sought to have the conviction against him reversed because 
he had not violated the law, was a most impottant factor • 
• 
~fuer1 l11ss Whit11ey was informed of tl1e decision, she stated 
that she would not appeal to the California ;overnor be-
cause 1 °I have do11e notl1in;; to be pardo11ed fo1 ... o 11 97 
A civil liberty case quite unlike any of the free-speech 
cases discussed thus far is being included in an attempt to 
investigate the views of IIolmes in as many diff e1"er~t lei rids of 
free-speech situations as possible. the unusual aspect of 
this case was.the question of the legality of evidence se-
cured by wiretHpplng--whether fundamet1tal rights guarar1teed 
by the },ourth and Fifth iune1.1dments had been violated by the 
action of the federal agents who had resorted to wiretapping 
to secure evidence. 
Chief Justice 1laft 3ave the majority opinion. An exten-
s1 ve conspiracy existed to violate the :ational Prohibition 
-
' 
~· -, . . ' . 
._, 
.. 
Act. Seventy-two·1nd1v1duals were indicted; a number of 
them pleaded guilty, others were acquitted, and some were 
102 
not apprehended. Roy Olmstead was the general manager and 
largest fina11c1al contributor ln their business centered in 
Seattle.98 
Evidet1ce was t;a1ned primarily by-,1iviretapp1ng, but 
Justice Taft pointed out that the federal officers were not 
trespassing on the property of the defendants because the 
lines tapped were lead-in lines. It was stated by Justice 
Taft that the situation was different than if letters or 
papers had been seized or opened. Since the wires were not 
part of the property, they were not protected. If Congress 
were to pass a law mak1n~ evidence obttined by wiretapping 
inadmissible, continued Taft, the disposition of the case 
would hc:1.ve been different. In conclusion Taft said tl1at 
until legislative action was taken making wiretappinG illegal, 
the Court was upholding this method~of gainin~ evidence. 
Dissenting Justice Brandeis declared that no differ-
ence existed bet,·leen sealed letters curried by the gover11me11t 
and private messages transmitted by telephone. 99 Brandeis 
furtl1er maintained that the government had resort·ed to break-
1nc the law to gain evidence. 100 Justices Butler, Stone, 
and Holmes also dissented in the five-to-four decision. 
Justice Holmes declared he did not believe evidence 
should be Gathered by crimir1al meat1s. rlriile 110 precedents 
,' ... , llt1 \, 
). ' 
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existed to settle the d1spos.1t1on of the case·,· llolmes be-
lieved the government had two choices: the first of these 
choices was the necessity of catching criminals; the second 
choice ~1as whether in capturing criminals, the government 
should itself promote crime. Obviously a decision had to 
be,made, ,and Holmes's view of governmentnl use of wiretapping 
to secure evidence t12 .. s clear as l1e Sf':.id 9 "For my part I think 
) 
it a little less evil that some criminals should escape than 
that the f~o·\;ernme,1t should play an ignoble part. ulOl 
Few would question that among judicial expressions of 
free speech the 1forld ~far I opir~ions, of Justice 1Iolmi3S 1-1ere 
among the finest ever vo1cedo Holmes spoke first for the 
majority and then 1n dissent. The words of Holmes in both 
instances have often been repeated. During the late twe11t1es 
and early thirties Holmes did not write many opinions in this 
field, but was usually found dissenting or concurring. Once, 
tl1ough, durir1g t11is period, in United §tat_e.E_ "!!.• §ch!T~~e.r, 
the old champion of free speech voiced a ringing dissent. 
After the syndicalism cases in 1927, there was a period 
of relative quiet in the free-speech cases until 1931. The 
rela.t 1 ve silence 1i1as shattered in 1929 1-;he 11 tb.e Sch1'limmer 
case was decided. This was the last time Holmes was to write 
an opinion in a free-speech case. It 1s only fitting that 
his last opinion on freedom of expression was a paragon. 
Justice Butler delivered the majority opinion and gave 
• .------~ ,._,,:.....,_ _ __.~ •. 1,;,....:, •..• -=.. ... ''·· .•. 
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some facts relative to the defendant. Born in Hungary 1n 
1877, Rosika Schwimmer, the defeGdant, ca e to this cou11try 
1n 1921 to visit and to lecture o 102 Duri g ;·,orld ~iar I l-1Ine. 
Schwimmer became an important figure in the United States. 
A citizenship petition was filed by her in 1926. In answer-
ing the question of 11l1etl1er sl1e ·t-1ould be prepa.red to take up 
--
a rm s to defend tl1e Ut11ted States, J;Ime. Sch"i1immer stated that 
she 11ould not perso11ally talce up a .. rms. She ,v-as quite 1,;illing 
to serve the country but ·not to the point of defending the 
country by the use of arms. 103 
The majority of the Court maintained that individual 
defense of the Consti tut1on v1as a fundame11t.r1l principle, and 
ariyone in opposition should not, therefore, be granted citi-
zenship. The age or sex of the person apply1n3 for citizen-
ship was not 1mportar1t, believed tr1e Court, because neither 
age nor sex makes a person any less responsible 111 up:1oldl11g 
the duties of a citizen. iaturally it was quite doubtful 
that a fifty-year-old woman would ever have to perform mili-
tary duties. 104 Naturalization rights had been denied by a 
federal district court. A circuit court of appeals reversed 
this decision on the ;rounds that a woman was not capable of 
bearing arms. the Supreme Court denied her citizenship. 
The Court was split by a vote of six to three in the 
(J 
case, with Brandeis concurring with Holmes's opinion. Justice 
Sanford agreed with the decision as voiced by the circuit 
. ---·--- ,-' __ ,._,, .. 
• 
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court. The Supreme Court's decision was made on May. 27, 
1929. Less· than three weeks later Holmes wrote to Harold J. 
Laski 1n England. In that letter Holmes confided to Laski 
that he believed the fact that Scl1i,11mmer was an atheist had 
caused many people to oppose herol05 
Justice Eolmes,. in disser1ti11g, felt the views expressed 
by 11me. 3ch~-11rn.mer were honest beliefs, and ir1 11ot li1Sl1ing to 
bear arms she was merely maintainins her views as a pacifist • 
If she did not prefer the United States, she never would have 
applied for c1t1zeish1p. Her belief that war would ulti-
mately disappear and peace reign supreme over the earth was 
a conv,iction worthy of adm1r[lt1on. Since she held such an 
1deal, there appeared no reason to Holmes why she should not 
be allowed to keep seeking such a noble goal and also be a 
citizen. Holmes said: 
••• If thera is any principle of the Constitution that. 
more imperatively calls for attachment than any other 
it is the principle of free t~ought--not free for those 
v1ho ag1~ee lli tr1 us but freedom fo1 .. the ~t!:Otl;_~ht of tl1at 
we l1ateo I tl1i1ik: tt"at v1e should adhere to tl:1at p1,in-
c~pl~ wit~$regard.to admission into, as well as to life 
w1th1n, tn1s countryolOb 
Before the Sclrt-.rirnmer case Holmes had wr1ttea to Laski 
and stated how he felt about the case. The entire question 
seemed to Justice H·olmes a bit foolish. Holmes said, "All 
. 
ism's seem to me silly--but this hyperaethereal respect of 
human life seems perhaps the silliest of all. n_;I.07 
After Holmes had retired from the Court in 1932, Mme. 
_,,--/· 
/' . 
-
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Schwimmer made the personal acquaintance of the former 
Justice. bbe had also become a friend of Dr. Albert Einstein. 
r 
Whe r1 asked by 1'·fu1e. Scr11·rimrner 1f he ,-1ould like to meet Dr. 
Einstein, Holmes replied that he would be delighted. In a 
book Dr. "Einstein had stated that he did not feel I-Ime. ·-
Schwimmer should have bee11 denied citizens.hip beca.use .. of her 
refusal to bear arms. Justice Ifolmes had voiced a similar 
op1 t1ion, and t1011 she 1r1anted her two 1'favori te authors" to 
become acquainted.l08 
Justice Holmes did not write an opinion but agreed with 
the majority decision of Chief Justice l-Iugl1es i·a ~~ .. 21fL~~rg 
v. California. Questioned in this 1931 case was the Four-- _____ ..,._ . 
teec.tl1 .P.\.me11dmer1t 's protection of freedom of speech. Convic-
tion was based on the displaying of a symbol, in this in-
stance, a red flag, 1n oppositio11 to the government. 109 
Yetta Stromberg was a nineteen-year-old supervisQr of 
a summer camp foI' cl1ildren ten to fifteet1. A red flag ,vas 
raised daily, arid a pledge emphasizing l'1orking-class freedom 
\tas rec1 t ed. The lower court charged tl1,a jul"'Y ~"li th tl1e 11e-
oess1 ty of finding the appellant guilty of either violence, 
anarchism, or sedition. -~fuile Stromberg did not challenge 
the charge, she maintained that the state law was uncon-
110 sti tutional. 
The challenged California law contained a section that 
/ 
was questionable regarding its const1tut1ona11ty. The lower 
,. 
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court delivered a general verdict but did not specify which 
section of the law she had violated. Since the lo~er court 
did, not specify upon which c:.a1Jse the decision was based, 
the Supreme Court did not uphold the conviction. The dis-
playin-; of a red fla. · in opposi ti oL to organized government 
came under the sec-r,ion of the Calit·ornia lav1 that tl1e Stlpreme 
Court considered very vague. Hughes declared, tnerEfore, 
that the Fourteeutl1 Amendment's Guara~tee of liber~y had 
111 been viola.ted, e.11d the decision lie.id to be r~vcrsed. 
Justice r.~cReJ~r:olds dissented because lie felt the deci-
sion had beet reached merely because a part of the law was 
invalid. Justice Hu~ler felt the decisioL was based on the 
first clause. He believed Stromberg had not, hoi ever, vio-
112 lated the first clause. 
The liberty of the individual was upheld in the case, 
and once agair~, I-Iolmes was on the side of tr1e ma.jority. A 
hesitancy on the part of Justice Holmes to nullify any state 
.(, •.. 
law has been noted oreviously in this p2p6r. The Court de-
clfired just one clause of tLe Cal1forn1a la,1 to be ir.valid. 
1'l1at sectio11 was so vague that it cou1.d not uphold a cor1v1c-
0 t1on, declared the rnajor1 ty. , It is perhaps noteworthy that 
the Court was increasingly protectiu,~ 1udividual riGiits, 
pointing the way to the future. The protection of civil 
liberties had not yet been assured, however, as tne next 
case v11ll sho,1. 
-~ 
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Also involving a pacifist, the case of United States v. 
-
MacIntosh was 
,._......,....,.:J.a.. ~-................. muc11 like tl1e Scl1i1immer case. Douelas Clyde 
, MacI11t o sl1 h:J d t)""" .-.. ll C: 1.:::: r der1ied c·i tizenship because he l1c1d refused 
to uromise to bear arms • he did not feel morally in any war ... 
justified. 1llthougl1 born in Can~da, r\:acf.ntosh lived 1r1 the 
United States from 1916 to 1925, ~;l1en l1e expressed o. desire 
to become a citizen. All the formal'.legal requirements were 
met by l·Iacintosh, but when asked if he 1-1ould l)romise to take 
up ar1ns to defend this country, he qualified his rifflrmative 
'l 
answer v1i th, 11 Ye s, but I should want to be free to judge of 
the necessity.nll3 
qJ 
MacIntosh declared he was not a pac1f1st. However, he 
said he would fight only in a war he considered morally jus-
tified. Justice Sutr1erland,,1n iivin; tl1e majority opi11ion 
followed ti1e pri t1ciple in the Schwimmer case. Ir.:. a prepared 
.. 
stateoeut Xacintosh cited whst he considered an inequality 1n 
Juneric:~1.n lai.-; i11 ·t11at conscientious objectors did not have to 
bear arms while aliens seeking naturalization had to promise 
to bear arms. Sutherland felt there was no re2son to believe 
that Congress would not exempt conscientious objectors in the 
114 future as had been done in the past • 
.D1ssent1r1g Justice iiughes had Justices Holmes, Stone, 
and Brandeis 1n agreement in the five-to-four decision. 
MacIntosh had served as e chB4nlain i 11 France 1·11 th the Canadian 
... 
Army, b.ut he had refused to talce the 11aturalization oath 
without qualifying his position. 
.. 
,. 
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The.only real question, according to Hughes, was whether 
Congress had enacted a requirement that individuals must 
./-'···, 
.. \ 
promise to bear arms. Hughes stated that Congress had not 
done this, and to make such a requirement valid, it must be 
specifically statedell5 
Justice i·it1e)1es did not feel tl1e general terms of the 
act, setting 11a.tul''al1zat1on star1dards, required a promise 
inconsistent with the religious scruples of individuals. 
Many conscientious people, for ei:ample, h,1d served as chap-
~ lains, nurses, and in other noncombatant capacities. Hughes 
.\ did not feel that Cor13ress sougl1t, by ti1e cre2tion of the 
naturalization oath, to exclude those whose religious scruples 
did not permit them to bear arms. 116 
The ·~:rlignment of the Court remained the same 1n !IE-ited 
States v. Bland, decided ou the same day as the case involv-__ ......_...... ... ·~--
1ng l-Iacintosh. Justice Sutl1erland a.:~ain gave the decision. 
Marie ~\veril Bland stated she would only take the natural1-
zat1 on oath with one qual1f1cat1on. With regard to defending 
the United States a3ainst all ~nemles, she insisted upon the 
insertion of the v1ords "as far as my conscience as a Christian 
117 w111 allo1-1 e" 
Again Justice Hughes spoke _for the dissenting members 
of the Court. The patriotism of the defendant was unques-
tionable because she had served the United States for nine 
months as a nurse in France. Those dissentir1g felt that 
) 
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·""~:religious convictions keeping her from bearing arms_ should 
not deprive her of citizenship. rhe oath, HuJhes believed, 
should be tc;'Jcen at 1 ts true significance and not as an out-
right promise to bear arms. 118 Just as 1n the Schwimmer 
case, it seemed highly absurd to consider that she would be 
called upon to take up arms. The precious right of citizen-
ship was, however, denied her. 
The opinions of Justice Holmes regarding free speech 
finally became the law in 1931. In lJear Vo !~i11nesota_ free-
<t",_ .... ~··~ 1'.. ~'"'""''~;;,.;t;,--0~'2:!:--=-":-'-~··-~~-
dom of tl1e press was endat1gered by a I-:innesota la,·; 1vr1ich au-
thorized officials to issue a permanent injunction against 
.(J publ1sl11ng the pc.per. the 1111 berty.~' clause of the Fourteenth 
)j 
Amendment was claimed by lfear to g·ua'ra.ntee free speech; the 
state argued the protection did not exte~d to obscene, scan-
dalous, or defamatory literature. 119 Chief Justice Hughes 
spoke for the majority in the five-to-four decision, with 
Justices Holmes, Brandeis, Stone, and Roberts concurring, and 
Justices Butler, Van Devanter, McReynolds, and Sutherland 
dissenting. 
The statute in question had been enacted 1n 1925. 
Justice l-lughes poi11ted out in his majority opinion tha-t a 
temporary injunction was provided by law, with the defendant 
having the right to reply. After a trial a permanent or 
temporary injui1ctio11 could be issued, and a 011e thousand 
doll&r fine and imprisonm~nt up to twelve months could be 
imposed if the defendant was found guilty.120 
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A periodical called ~h~ Saturday Rres~ contained arti-
cles charging that several officials in Minneapolis were 
permitting gambling, racketeering, and bootlegging. The 
articles also alleged that a Jewish gangster controlled the 
city. Near claimed the protection of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment and de111ed tl1e articles 1iere of a malicious or defamatory 
r 
natureo The defendant was found guiity, however, and was 
forbidden to publ1sh. 121 
Hughes con.sidered the state law "unusual, 1f not unique 11 
in structureo 122 The Court had accepted in the Gi~low case 
the principle that freedom of speech and of the press are 
protected from state interference by the due process clause 
of the Fourteenth .Amendment. 
The Minnesota law did not require proof that the state-
ments made 1n the publication were false in order to secure 
a permanent injunction. Once the injunction had been,secured, 
the publisher had to prove the statements were true before 
he could print and circulate his periodical again. This 
would, in effect, serve to suppress the publication com-
pletelyo123 The Court ruled the statute invalid because the 
legislature could require the publisher to produce evidence 
at any time showing that the ~tatements were true. The 
1111berty 11 guara11tee of the Fourtee'nth Amendment settled the 
disposition of the case. The Court ruled thaL the· state law 
violated a constitutional amendment. There was no need, 
therefore, to prove that the charges were false. 124 
., . .,. ,.. ,,.-,: 
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Justice Butler, in dissent, felt that the decision left 
the states without control over any material published. 125 
He contended that the previous-restraint·protection did not 
126 extend to a continuing offender. 
The long period of Holmes's dissent thus had drawn to 
a close. It was ,,perhaps a stubborn Justice Holmes who had 
dissented in the Abrams case, but it was a man fighting to 
; 
guarantee the rights of free men in a country symbolic of 
freedom. It may have been fortunate in one respect that he 
and t~e majority of the Court disagreed. He was able to 
speak mucr1 more effectively than 1f he had been the spokes-
man for all the justices. By dlssentins he could say just 
what he believed and t1ot have to compromise w1 th other mem-
bers of the Court. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Few judges in the hi story of the United .3tates Supreme 
Court have made as profound an impact on the nation's judicial 
system c-1S Justice Oliver ;Jendel l Holrnes made. PraiseJ by 
many, criticized by some, and respected by practic~lly all, 
Justice Holmes has remained a symbol of justice. His career 
has been traced in this paper in an effort to shot1' the 1.:-iews 
of Justice H.olmes on free S!)eech from the beginning of his 
career until the culmin,:tion of his judicial i·101-,k. .Serving 
f:nom December 4, 1902, to January 12, 1932, Holmes was on 
the Court for more than a fifth of the Court's history at the 
tirne of' his resig11~tion. Even more i,npressive is the fact 
th~t during his stay on the Court more than one-third of the 
adjudications in the history of the Court to the time of his 
retirement had come before the high tribunal. ':ihi le the 
number of decisions was great, the !1istoric significance of 
' ,. -··< .• 
the decisions is far more important. Many issues, which had 
ominously groi~n from the time of the Civil liar, could no 
1 longer be }Jushed aside for another gener,ation to decide. 
,..m attemr)t v,ill he m.~~de in this chapter to draw some 
conclusions on the free-speech doctrines of Justice Holmes. 
Several topics will be covered. The content of the dis-
cussion of each of these a:re,~s or to )ics ·.,Ii 11 be mentioned 
prior to the discussion of each topic. The first of these 
· .. · / ·'
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topics concerns attempts to classify Holmes. 
-~ttempting to pl-:1ce Holmes in any socio-poll tioal group 
is a tlifficult task. 'Jhi·:.e some called Holmes ci liberal, 
others called him c:i radical. '!'his writer feels it lioul,1 be 
erroneous to place Holmes in any category because a judge 
must adhere to certain established judicial f)rinci·,)les and 
.... .,J ...... . 
precedents. Therefore.,. a decision or opinion may: not really 
represent wh:1t he personally believes. The clas:3i fication 
of a judge cannot fJO ;_:si bly be b :ised on a :31ngle decision. 
The writer of this paper noted an inability on the part of 
others writing ~bout Holmes tb agree on classification. It 
was interesting, however, to see what v~~ious w~iters have 
thought of him. 
While the radical frequently claimed a friend in Holmes, 
the judge ~~Jas not a radica.l, stated I-I~:1.r·old J. Las_ki, .1 long-
time friend of Holmes. Laski felt it was Justice Holmes's 
belief in exoerimentation that Cdused ~·-,me to view him in 
2 \ 
this light. 
Sorii'e skeotics h:we felt Holmes belonged to their group 
because Holmes remained skepticctl, not because of any loss 
of faith in the wo1-:ld but re .. ther because of a desire on 
his part to gain enlightenment. '-/hat he wished to do W,J.S to 
bring to la,,.,, the constant search or questionin~~ employed by 
scientists. His skepticism was quite unlike m.'·,.r1y other forms 
of skepticisms in one basic way: he sought to create; the 
·'' ,, .. --·, . . . . -. .-, ~ ·---' 
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J 
only aim of many skeptics was to destroy. Benjamin N. Car-
dozo, writing befor-e he joined the 3upre:ne Court, inrlicated 
th~t Holmes'3 skepticism was evident because he remained 
ske1Jtical of' ma.ny things thE1t were claimed to be final. 
4 
Holmes wa:3 even skeptical of himself, concluded Card.ozo. 
Those writers ieJho speak of Holmes as a 11 beral are ve-ry 
c.3.reful about t·Jhat they say. Most of them refrain from 
classifying Holmes because of the difficulty of the task. 
At times he exhibited a liberal outlook, but at other times 
a different outlook was obvious. The biographer ~;11a.s "Rent 
avoided classifying Holmes; he described Holmes as neither a 
liberal nor the chamoion of either the weak or the strong, 
5 
or of labor or cani tH.l. 
\ 
Holmes was spoken of as a liber3l by John newey. Dewey 
wrote tha.t Holmes felt the best test w1.s exnerimentation. 
This experiment3tion must continue, and m3n must never feel 
he has found the final truth. Dewey felt that the jud:~e did 
not discount logic, but too many variables existed to decide {- 6 
issues by any fixed concepts • 
..Jhi le he i'Jas called a great 11 beral by m..-iny, Justice 
Holmes had no use for reformers or liber.:1ls per se. OsieJald 
Villard wrote in Na.tion th,it Holmes had become an idol to 
,, 
the progressive, but he did not con:3ider himself a nrogres-
7 
sive. Holmes was spoken of as a liberal and a leader for 
freedom, but he refused to be allied with any group or movement. 
-:-
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Benjamin N. Cardozo, the man who was to replace Holmes on the 
Supreme Court, wrote that Holmes constantly sought to find 
8 the truth·, knowing full well that truth is never absolute. 
While called a liberal, Holmes fully realized that there 
existeLl ci need for give and take in 1~1w. This f,act was very 
likely the reason why Holmes did not stick to any single con-
9 cept or idea of legal interpret~tion. 
Joseph Pollard wrote irt Forum that a liberal constitu-
tional vievJ i~1as m·iint:1ined by Oliver ·!endell Holmes and. I1ouis 
J. Rrandeis from the start of \i./orld · rar I until 1925. Pollard 
added th~t in 1925 H~rlan F. ~tone joined the two liberals. 
Finally in 1930 the death of conservatives 1lilliam H. Taft 
and E<ward T .. j·1nford ~)rought the appointment of liberals 
Owen J. coberts and Charles Sv3ns ~ughes ann gave the Court 
a liberal majority. The liheral views of Roberts and Hughes 
r:, 
were maintained despite the fact that they were both men of 10 
wealth. 
Dorsey Richardson wrote that 3.ny classific·:1tion of 
~ Holmes as a rea.~tionary would be grossly incorrect because 
a reactionary would find any ~,1ri tten or spoken words i"lhich 
advocated a C'hange to be in direct violation of the law. 
The OJ)posi te extreme would be to call Holmes a. radical. 
Holn1es certainly was not at this pole. The ~brr:1.ms ca,3e was 
a clear indication of this as 1-Iolmes h(~arti ly voiced his 
disapproval of the action of the majority of the Gourt in 
... 
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taking the doctrine established in the Schenck case and ex-
tending it to an extreme. Dorsey Bichardson further claimed 
that there v~ere just two things i~Jhich caused Holmes to dis-
sent: any violation of public policy, and any violation of 
11 
fundamental justice. 
Next in this paper the views of Justice Holmes on dis-
senting will be disc11ssed. ·1h1 le Holm8S was called "The 
Great Dissenter," he was not the most frequent tlissenter 
on the Court~ (Justice ~amuel Miller voted in the minority 
in ~bout one-fifth of the cases in which he took oart.) 
... 
Holmes did not like to he te1~ned a dissenter. He did note, 
however, one big advantage in dissenting. ~hen dissenting, 
a judge could spe~k more freely than if he were s~eaking for 
several other judges as well as himself. Very often the ~1ork 
of the majority was a compromise. _\ny such com"!)romise, felt 
Holmes, generilly weikened a decision. Holmes was apparently 
conscious of the frequency with which he ~nd·Rrandeis dis-
sented. Evidence of this is found in three letters written 
by Holmes within a relatively short period during 1928. The 
letters were written to Laski and were dated February 18., May 12 
12, and June 12. 
The fact that Holmes frequently dissented has been 
pointed out in the preoedinp; parag·rarJh. Rut even 1~hen he 
did not dissent, other rnembers of the 1~ourt '1irt not always 
agre~ ~1th hts·methods. The basic system the Supreme Sourt 
118 
followed was to discuss a case anrl then have the chief jus-
tice assign an associate justice to the c~se. Once this had 
been accomplished, a draf,t opinion ,1as w:ri tten and c1 rcula ted 
among the other justices before a fi~al decision was reached. 
Holmes' s colleagues frequently ;felt the wording of his opin-
ions tias too severe dnrl th8t he could be some\ihat more tactful 1) 
in what he wrote. 
The c ri ticisn1 Holmes recei vad must also be mentioned. 
·· The meatser critic ism that he received is in sharp contrast 
with the criticism the Supreme Court, of which he was a 
member, received. A tribute to the greatness of I-Iolmes is 
the fact th·1t there tiere few people who could find fault 
with his judicial doctrines, and the dissident ind1vi1uals 
or groups later saw the judicial doctrines of Holmes }-,ecorne 
part of American law. 
How did Holmes react to criticism? \fuile not showing 
it, he had a sensitivity to any unkind or unfqvorable comments 
about him. Evidence of this sensitivity was contained in 
the person:.11 correspondence between Holmes and Sir Frederick 
~ollock. Holmes confided to ~ollock his belief that the / ---.,. 
/ 
money ;>o,~ers felt he was d·ingerous. ·3tatements in the tJew 
York :~vening Post calling Holmes brilli.3.nt ra.ther than sound 
likewise brought a negative reaction from him. The Nation, 
14 he continued, had been critlc~l of both his father and him. 
Max Lerner has written much about Justice Holmes, most 
. ,-
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of which has been favorable. However, Lerner did find fault 
with I-Iolmes • s belief th3.t the test of truth was the a bill ty 
of something to survive. Lerner believed Holmes's test of 
truth tias inadequ.3.te because the enemy can mani 9ulate prop-
aganda so that it may be accepted. Apparently H6lmes viewed 
' 
the enemy as incapable of twisting opinion, according to 1.5 
Lerner. 
\ critic of the "clear and present d3nger" test was 
r' ~. 
Corliss Lamont. ·1ri ting in Freedom I[ 2.§. Freedom Joes, 
Lamont stated thdt the test giv~s too wide a range for 
16 
either side in arguing a free-speech cise. 
The famous uclea.r ,:ind present dan.-~er" test became sub-
ject to critic ism from other judges. Felix Pra.n~ifurter, 
though often praising Holmes, did not use the test created 
by Holme.3. -· Frankfurter stated his reasons in Dennis v. 
----
Uni t 1~d 3t.:1tes. Both Chief Justice Charles Evans Hughes and 
Chief Justice Harlan F. 3tone !_,esol ved free-speech questions 
17 
as due-process questions. 
Critic ism was aimed at Holmes in rtmeric::in !1~ercuJ""y by 
H. L. f1encl{en because of !-Iolrnes's .. belief th:i.t t11e legislature 
is the voice of the people. Mencken believed tl1at pressure 
groups exert a great deal of influence~,· and as a result it 
is accurate to consider the legislature expre1sive of the 
belief of the majority. Conti.nuing in his critic ism of 
.. ,r .. , 
!-Iolmes, i'lencken said that pressur·e grot1ps were able to 
"1' -,..,,:, ,,-.,.; ..... _"""' '~ • -·:cc-_-. 
,•.·. 
\ 
' 
-
18 
influence Holmes. 
~··· 
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Menoken was critical of Holmes because of the latter's 
talent for writing, claiming that Holmes was more interested 
in wri tin,g than in justice. He also said thd.t Holmes never 
gave any great thought to the battle of ideas in his time. 
There were times when rlolmes would go to a.n extreme to pro-
tect freedotn, but at other times he t-1ould renress freedom, 
19 
/ 
concluded i'lencken. 
Many favorable comments have been made about Justice 
.Holmes. The famous legal ,~uthority, Roscoe Pound, wrote 
that Holmes was fully twenty to thirty years ahead of the 
' . ' 
other judges of his day on such things as: (1) a break with 
historic method, ( 2) a stu(ly of methods of legal logic and 
judicial thinking, (J) a recognition of policies and their 
relation to legal Jecision, (4) a recognition of conflicting 
interests dlld a necessity for com~romise, (5) a disre~--1nd of 
that \"lhich is te:rrned "right'' in order to find more effectively 
and improve law, and (6) a unification of methods which were 
20 
formerly exclusive to a. certain field. 
There were many more favorable than unfavorable comments 
made about Justice Holmes. To repe~t ~11 of the words of 
praise that h:ive been written or suoken about Holmes would 
require many pafses. Perhaps one brief quote from l7elix 
Frankfurter, v.iritten before he hari l-)ecome a member of the 
Supreme Court, will serve to show the high reg;ird many people 
• 
.. ~ ... 
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had for Holmes. 
Regarding Holmes and civil liberties, Frankfurter 
wrote: 
\fha.t Mr. Justice Holmes did during his thirty 
years on the Su;)reme '~ourt to vindica.te the claims of 
.".nglo- ,merican 1~ berty 2f hrough law h<1s not been 
exceedt?d by -_tny JUlige. 
The last part of this chapter will be 3 final summari-
zation of the constitution3l doctrines of Justice Holmes 
relative to freedom of speech. 
Max Le.mer wrote that Holmes 11d not believe the Rill 
of ili.ghts established any absolute ~~arantees. Certain 
limits of ci vi 1 liberties, Holmes felt, had to be m-:1intained. 
In-determining ,J.ny cons ti tution·il limits, one had to consider 
22 
the welfare of both the in,li vidual .9.n ~- society in general. 
Dorsey .sicha1.,d.son ma.de a. careful study of the cons ti t11-
tiondl doctrines of Justice Holmes. He considered the most 
important of Holmes's opinions involving the Bill of Jichts 
those opinions relative to the lirst Amendment and free 
speech. -iichardson said th.1t Holmes did not rely on ,:3. legal 
inter1Jretition vJhich \~ould use only previous restraints on 
free speech, nor ciid he rely , on :1. lega1 interi)retation of 
no restraint. This interpretation would give the ·.-.J 1")i ter or 
speal{er · absolute immunity to speak T:Ji th complete disregard 
for others. His decisions were based on the d~awing of a 
23 
line between personal liberty and public welfare. Early 
11·, 
122 in his Supreme Court career Justice Holmes accepted the 
previous-restr.:1int t11eory when he spoke for the Court in 
Patterson v '> Colora.do. It should be noted that the previous.-_______ ....,. c:=:o, 
restraint tl1eory t'Jas the prevailing theory at that time. By 
the time of 1:lorld :.-Jar· I the previotis-restraint theory was 
completely out ot date. Under the previous-restr.3..int protec-
tion a neiispaper could publish secret military information 
and not be restrained. \fter the publication the publisher 
could be punished, but in the meantime the information could 
have chinged the outcome of a battle or even a war. 
Throughout Holmes's early years on the Court, and up 
until the time of the dissenting opinion in the \brams case, 
Holmes, in limiting free speech, discussed and decided free-
24 
speech cases basically from the viewpoint of society. He 
later believed th:it soeech should be held in check only if 
restraint \1as ab]ol11tely necessary. I'rotection of the right 
of free speech by Holmes was merely one aspect of his philos-
ophy of br'oad tolerance for social legislation. 
In the Abr~ms case, applying the test of "a clear and 
imminent danger·' set by Holmes 1'1a·3 n0thing more than ~t.Jting 
that the case would deDend upon the. relevant information 25 
found. 
Justice Holrnes agreed i-1i th the mdjori ty that freedom of 
speech is guaranteed by the Fourte'.:;nth A.mendrnent. This i.--,as 
a most important ste1J toward the incor1Joration of the ·;,trst 
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and Fourteenth Amendments. Justice McKenna took the first 
'-· 
steu in this direction in the case of Gilbert v o J:Iinnesota, 
4 -
a case in which Holmes concurred with the majority, as was 
pointed out previously. 
r\;ext, in the Gi tlow case the ,:ourt deli bera.tely a-nnounced 
that the Court, under the ?ourteenth Amendment, had the ~ower 
to review 1:-iws concerning st,::1te f ree-soeech laws. In the 
Schenck case the test of "cle3.r and present danger" ha.d been 
established. rrhe Court not~ ha.d two rlids, that were not 
available before \·./orld :}ar I, in deciding free-speech cases. 
The trend of the Supreme Court m~jority in the 1920's 
was to restrain freedom of soeech. It was not until the 19)1 
case of Near !.· I'11nnesota that the ·::>urt began to accept new 
26 
principles regard.int~ free speech . 
. t gradual trend towar<t greater nrotection of individual 
freedom could be noted on the p.-=irt of Holmes during his term 
as a judge. Holme~3 did not br1eal{ from the majority; rathl~r, 
various aspects of the cases caused the majority to differ 
with IIolmes in l:1ter cases. .. ·rhro1..1ghout his career tiolmes 
sought to protect the rights of indivi1uals. But the ~ajor-
ity of the Court differed with Holmes. The Court majority 
was limitin6 civil liberties; Holmes ,~~as attemnting to extend 
basic freedo~s. The first case in which it was o~vious the 
prtpciples maintained by Holr.ies '.~ere to be in conflict vJi th 
those of the 3uJ)reme Cot1rt was the Abrams case. There se~med 
' 
" 
\ 124 to be, logically, a much grea.ter emphasis placed on personal 
freedom by Holmes after the immediate danger of rJorld ·,far I 
had passed. Convincing the conserv3.tive majority on the Sup-
reme Court at that time proved to he most difficult, and 
increased protection of the freedom of speech developed 
very slowly. Justice Holmes contin1.1,9.lly soug·ht to protect 
the rights of citizens to a gre,:3.te:r de(gree, protesting-
against any denial of indi vidu::t.l ri.ghts. The trend of the 
Court through recent decades has been to protect to an even 
greater degree the rights of individuals. The decisions of 
the co~1rt have proved Holmes a prophet of the future, a future 
that is the United 3tates of our day. 
The long ~nd distinguished career of Justice Oliver 
L> Wendell Holmes was marked by intense devotion to the cause of 
liberty and justice. A deep sense of patriotism is evident 
in the c'lreer of this man who served his country as a soldier 
in the Ci vi 1 .J·ar and as a st~ te and national judge for many 
years. Perhaps a most fitting closing would be t0 1~eped.t a 
short passage from a Memorial TJay speech Holmes dt~li vered in 
1884. 11ha.t he said thF1t da.y was i.ndic_::tive of th 1~ great 
sense of love and devotion he had (ilways rnaintaine<l for his 
country through three years in the Civil \,J'ar, two decades on 
the Massachusetts Supreme ~ourt ~nd three decades on the 
TJni ted :3tates <5upreme <~ourt. The words he used in the !·1emo-
rial Day speech sound much like those of another Massachusetts 
\ 
,,._.~-,.,., 
';,#0- ..., .. _--,. '9 
1· 
I 
., 
.l-25 
man when he was inaugurated as _LJresident of the United States. 
Holmes's words, ~shich are so similar to the never to be 
f,/' 
forgotten wor~s of John ~itzgerald Kennedy, ring clear as 
a guide to all .'lmericans. He said: 
••. It is now the moment when by common consent we 
pause to become consciotts of our national life and 
rejoice in it, to recc-111 11Jhat our co11ntry has done 
for e1ch of us, and to a3k ou~elves what we can 
do for 011r country in return. 
.,. 
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VITA 
Charles Richard Leight, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence 
E. Le1~ht Sr., was borh on June 14, 1936, in Richland Town-
ship, bucks County, Penosylvan1a. He was graduated from the 
Richland Township Elementary Schools in 1950 aad Quakertown 
High School in 1954. After work1ng for a year he entered 
' 'l,,:,;-" . .J 
West Chester St&.. te 1'eacl1ers Ca.l~lege and majored in social 
studies. He received a Bachelor of Science Degree in Jan-
., 
uary 1959. The wr1 ter served six montl1s active duty in the 
United States Army and three and one half years in tl1e Penn-
-
sylvania Army National Guard. He has been employed as a 
social studies teacher in the Pe: .. riridge Joint School System 
since January 1960. On August 20, 1960, he was married to 
.barb~~-ra Joa1l ]1ln11, who v1as educated at Dobbins Technical High 
School in Philadelohia a~a ~est Chester Sta~e Teachers College. 
Tl1e couple, wl10 reside in Perkasie, Pen1lsylvar1ia, l1ave oue 
child at present, Kevin Richard,-who was born on NovemLer 3, 
1962. 
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